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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Security in computer systems has been a major concern since the very beginning. 

Although security has been addressed in various aspects, accountability is a main stream of 

security which is lacking in today‘s computer systems. The ability to not just detect errors but 

also to find the reason for the failure and also the system in charge is crucial. In this thesis, 

studies on the various accountability tactics available and how each one of them contributes 

towards providing strong accountability are performed. The various merits and tradeoffs are also 

studied.  

Accountability in distributed systems is a main issue which has to be dealt with more 

effectively and efficiently. This thesis introduces Eagle Eye, which is a novel approach to 

overlay accountability over distributed systems. It is a standalone application which does not 

merge with the application which is being monitored. Eagle Eye works by maintaining secure 

log files of all the packets being sent and received. Faults are detected using these recorded log 

files on-demand and periodically. Eagle Eye can be used with a wide variety of applications as it 

only requires that the results are deterministic and not arbitrary. Eagle Eye was applied to three 

different protocols over peer-to-peer system and over the network file system and was analyzed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

With the advent of computer systems, security has become a critical concern. The major 

issues of security are integrity, confidentiality, authentication, authorization, non-interference 

and accountability. Today‘s systems ask users to offer information for verifying their identity 

with the aim of preventing the systems from attacks by allowing only a valid user to access the 

computer and/or the information. So access to the services is also very important.  

Accountability in general sense is related to ethics which refers to the ability to hold 

people responsible for their actions [1]. In a computer, accountability refers to holding a person 

accountable for installing and modifying a firmware or software which might cause noticeable 

harm to the data and the system. It also applies to the unauthorized entry to secured systems, 

applications and unauthorized retrieval of secured data. For instance, if a client X sent a message 

to client Y and when client Y denies receiving it, client X must be capable of proving that he/she 

did send the message. Similarly, if a client X did not propel a message and when client Y claims 

he received a message from client X, then client X ought to be capable to establish that no such 

message was propelled. We discuss various such issues where accountability is very important 

and the possible solutions for them. 

Accountability as many people suppose is not an additional expression for security. 

Although accountability and security are very much associated there are a number of outstanding 

dissimilarities. Accountability mainly concerns with the obligation to bear the consequences for 
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failure to perform as the system is expected to perform. In other words, we can mention 

accountability to mean responsibility in several contexts. 

Internet accountability is corresponded by all the methods to recognize, segregate and 

also penalize ―bad behavior‖ [26]. Inherent in the initial plan of the Internet is open belief – 

which hosts and users are always relied upon – by means of its connected requirement of 

accountability. Such an open belief representation permits malevolent users to utilize exposures 

in the set of connections and appliances to commence a variety of computer-generated assaults, 

whilst benefitting from the relief of not being followed effortlessly. Specifically, on the present 

Internet, a source IP address can be effortlessly duped or influenced, and, in spite of firewalls,  

surplus packets are capable of encroaching a host with simplicity, which is frequently fooled into 

unpremeditated ―collaborator‖ (like in the case of worms and viruses), intensifying and 

dispersing assaults to a lot of other susceptible hosts [26]. To counter this difficulty, many 

organizations decide to hinder their networks by methods like VPNs, or use firewalls to obstruct 

several kinds of packets (e.g., derived from ports, packet payload or IP addresses), in spite of 

dispatchers and their resolutions. Apparently, such explanations are quite inadequate in their 

range or efficiency as worms and email viruses knows how to regularly go through firewalls 

[15]. Additionally, they are quite unyielding, now and then cracking accessible applications and 

possibly obstructing formation and operation of novel services and applications. 

Overcoming these issues trigger the need for a more sophisticated way we use computers. 

This thesis introduces Eagle Eye - a novel method to identify faulty nodes and also detect where 

the problem has occurred. Following the problem statement, we shall review the present 

literature and study how accountability has been introduced in various areas, mainly in computer 

networks and distributed systems. We shall study about the various types of attacks and how they 
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can be overcome. We shall also gain knowledge about PeerReview - a system used to provide 

accountability in distributed systems - to which this thesis is closely related. Then, we shall have 

a look at what this intends with the help of experiments and finally the conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

Distributed computing is a major field in today‘s technological world. They have become 

a fundamental basis for computing. Most transactions, communication, database management, 

etc, has been possible only because of its sheer existence. Starting from a simple search to a 

complex hybrid database management, distributed systems are used. They not only help in 

sharing the resources, but also improve efficiency, time consumption, overcoming failure of 

nodes, points of control, etc. They are also popular because of being open, able to process 

concurrently, scalability, fault tolerant and transparent. Having the mentioned features, 

distributed systems are also prone to various kinds of threats and attacks. The main threat to 

distributed systems is the security of information being sent from one node to another. There are 

a number of ways by which the information being sent over the network can be disturbed. There 

can be simple noise in the transmission, which may alter the data, there can be an intruder trying 

to grab the data and send a different message or nothing at all, there can be a software which 

modifies the data being sent, the node itself may be faulty and may be sending unwanted 

messages, etc. In situations like these, the role of accountability plays a vital part. 

"Accountability" is the willingness to agree to responsibility or to report for one's actions. It is 

also one which blames one‘s actions for causing any undesired outcomes. Such traits are needed 

to discover and uncover the faults in a node.  
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There are a number of frameworks already designed to overlay accountability into 

distributed systems. PeerReview is one of the popular libraries present which introduces 

accountability into an application. The application developers have to include the PeerReview 

library in their source code and also modify it accordingly to match the working flow of their 

application. This is a main drawback of PeerReview. PeerReview works by maintaining a secure 

log for each application. This log is checked by the ―witnesses‖ and the fault is indicated in two 

ways, namely exposed and suspected. PeerReview requires that the software needs to follow the 

specification of PeerReview, and relevant library code has to be inserted into the software source 

code; this means that either the software has PeerReview built-in as an add-on, or software 

developers have to refactor the system with PeerReview embedded in it. We introduce Eagle Eye 

– an accountable logging framework for distributed systems. It works on the same principle of 

analyzing the log files but the source code of the application need not be modified. In Eagle Eye, 

there is no code needed to be embedded with the application and Eagle Eye runs all by itself. 
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CHAPTER 3 

INTERNET AND NETWORK ACCOUNTABILITY 

 

 There are a lot of deliberations in the networking investigation society concerning how to 

protect as well as strengthen the existing Internet whilst devoid of wiping out its open structural 

design and back-to-back design standard. 

The Internet provides no data on the fate of information that is being broadcasted [26]. 

Consequently, when packets lose their way or are deferred, there is no clear method for the 

exaggerated parties to confine the setback plus repair it (if it is confined), inquire for recompense 

(if a service-level accord has been dishonored) or still study from it (e.g., reconsider a peering 

accord through an under-performing nearby party). Inquisitive gears similar to traceroute would 

be capable of helping to confine network breakdown, on the other hand, they portray their 

terminations derived from the destiny of investigation, not the genuine interchange, which 

formulates them susceptible to exploitation by transfer networks. Additionally, such tools 

frequently disclose the interior arrangement and direction-finding strategies of ISPs, giving the 

second one an inducement to deliver their networks obscure to snooping [26]. 

Various researches have directed their current attention in totaling a number of forms of 

accountability to the network service.  One suggestion is that an ―accountability provider‖ 

officially marks every package with a sign [26]. The signature knows how to be confirmed by 

ISPs throughout the length of the trail from the dispatcher to the recipient. Consumers might not 

be contented with the idea that an evidence of their communication is live, even at the height of 
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IP addresses, and yet if it will not be exposed apart from the case of wrongdoing. It is known that 

this information is considered as extremely susceptible by ISPs [26, 27]. 

The main reason how intruders are able to login is due to the minor flaws which are left 

undetected in each of the computer system. It is highly difficult to build a system with high 

security without these flaws. Even if such a system is built, it will be misused by intruders who 

are already in the system. 

Distributed Recognition and Accountability (DRA) [24] algorithm is developed for this 

purpose, whose main goal is to have a strong accountability for all the individual moves in the 

network and to find the users who try to login with different user ids thereby hiding their 

identities. Another goal is to group all the activities done by a single user based on the network 

identifier (NID). DRA has some basic conditions like it considers no loss of packets of data, 

synchronization with the network, etc. [24] 

 

3.1  Types of network attacks 

There are several kinds of attacks available in a network out of which three are very 

common. They are the doorknob attack, loop attack and chain attack. In the doorknob attack the 

intruders‘ main aim is to identify the systems which don‘t have a good network security and 

attack it. He tires this by a variety of combinations of generally used user ids and passwords [26]. 

Since he tries this in all the systems even if he fails for a large number of times to login, all the 

systems will decide this as a common property and they will not take the steps they are expected 

to take. He further tries to attack the system by logging in through the guest accounts. 

In chain attack and loop attacks the intruder continuously keeps moving between 

different systems thereby trying to hide his identity. The reason why he does this is that the 
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system will have the reference of the recent login rather than the previous one. So the intruder 

wants to use this option and attack the system. 

 

Figure 1.  Network attacks [26] 

 

3.2  Distributed recognition and accountability (DRA) 

Distributed Recognition and Accountability (DRA) algorithm [24] is one who‘s main 

goal is to have a strong accountability for all the individual moves in the network and to find the 

users who tries to login with different user ids thereby hiding their identities. Another goal is to 

group all the activities done by a single user based on the network identifier. DRA has some 

basic conditions like it considers no loss of packets of data, synchronization with the network, 

etc. 

 

3.2.1  Role of DRA to protect the systems from attacks 

Network attacks have given sufficient information about different types of ways 

employed by the intruders to attack the system. Now the role of DRA is to protect the systems 

from these attacks. The main thing what the DRA does is, it tracks the movement of the user in 
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the network so that it can know which particular user is responsible for an action [24]. In a UNIX 

system, a legal name is created only in the case if a user logins with a new user id. There is only 

one login and a new network identifier is created whenever a user tries to login or loses the one 

he holds presently. If the user tries to create a secondary id within the local host or by remote 

login, the system is capable of remembering both the original and alias names along with the 

user who created it. 

 

3.2.2  Assumptions of DRA algorithm 

In solving the different types of network attacks by the intruders DRA needs to make 

some assumptions. It considers all the hosts within the network are properly and continuously 

monitored and synchronized. And there should be no loss in the data. If a single user does a 

number of multiple jobs then the system should maintain accountability for all the jobs and 

consider all these jobs as a single job of that particular user [24]. 

 

3.2.3  Unmonitored hosts and steps to prevent 

To prevent a user from attacking a system by multiple logins we need to monitor all the 

systems in the network. So if any attack occurs we can know which particular user is responsible 

for that action. Accountability cannot be upheld if the user uses a system which is not monitored. 

If a user has an access to an unmonitored system then he has a great chance of attacking 

the system in the network because the user will login using the unmonitored network and then he 

will remotely login into the other systems in the network. Since he does a login through an 

unmonitored system we cannot have a track of that particular user. 
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But we can overcome this error with the help of thumbprints. Here, since we use a 

standard login protocols for data transfer it may be of some use. A thumbprint is a summary of 

connection events in a particular epoch of time. This can be well explained by the following 

example. Consider a user  remotely logins to a system B from a system A and from there to a 

system C. with the help of this thumbprints this is extended as a solitary connection – A to C, 

and it can be noticed as that it is the same user on the system C with the help of the network 

identifier [24]. 

 

3.3  Cryptographically generated addresses (CGA) 

The rightmost 64 bits of the 128 bit IPv6 address is replaced by the cryptographic hash of 

the public key of the address owner. The resultant address is the CGA [16]. The messages are 

signed by the corresponding private key. Only if the source address and the public key are 

known, the verifier can authenticate the message from that corresponding sender. There are no 

public key infrastructures maintained in this. So there can be valid CGAs generated by any 

sender – including the attacker, but cannot use any existing CGAs. CGA does not use any other 

encryption other than the address, hence it may be easily forged, to a certain extend [16]. 

 

3.4  Passport 

This is another method of source signatures which uses symmetric-key cryptography 

verification to authenticate the address of the source [25]. The design is to append source 

validation data into the message, when it leaves the Autonomous System (AS) of the source. The 

border router appends one Message Authentication Code (MAC) for every AS. Every MAC is 

computed with the help of a shared secret key between the source AS and the AS on the path. 
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Creation of the MAC involves the IP header information, like the source and destination 

addresses, the length of the packet and the IP identifier [25]. 

 

3.5  Accountable internet protocol (AIP) 

Accountable Internet Protocol [15] is a network architecture which offers accountability 

as a first-order property. AIP uses a hierarchy of self-certifying addresses, in which each 

component is derived from the public key of the corresponding entity. AIP‘s source 

accountability uses self-certifying addresses to build up straightforward means which confirm 

the source of packets, if the source address is spoofed then the packet is dropped. The method 

needs no configuration or communication by the end-users. Its goal is to prevent spoofing by 

units not on the direct path from the source to the destination—a router in between A to B could 

still spoof packets from A, though it might not sign them to verify accuracy [15].  

 

Figure 2.  AIP packet header [15] 
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AIP‘s source accountability method is an extension of the ―unicast reverse path 

forwarding‖ (uRPF). uRPF is an automatic filtering mechanism which acknowledges packets 

provided that the route to the source address of the packet points to the equivalent interface on 

which the packet arrived. AIP‘s source accountability mechanism basically merges uRPF with 

another method to automatically validate if packets are legitimate although they arrived on an 

interface other than the reverse route to the destination [15]. 

As seen in the previous section, the accountability domains (AD) and endpoint identifier 

(EID) components of an address are hashes of public keys. These public keys are used to 

authenticate the address of the source of a packet in each first-hop router which confirms that it 

is connected directly hosts and that they are not spoofing. Then, every AD through which a 

packet goes through validates that the preceding hop is legitimate for the particular source 

address [15]. The source address, AD:EID, can be verified as follows: 

 

3.5.1  EID verification 

If the first-hop router, R, has not lately confirmed the source, the packet is dropped and it 

sends a confirmation packet, C, to the source. R avoids keeping track of state for every C. C 

comprises the destination and the source AIP addresses of the original packet, the hash of the 

packet, and an encoded illustration of the interface on which the packet came. C is signed by R 

with a message authentication code (HMAC) using a secret which only R knows. The sender 

should confirm that it has identity EID by signing C with the private key associated with EID. If 

the host generates the right signature, then R stores the information in its cache and the 

subsequent packets are forwarded. The host has to send the packet which produced the 

confirmation packet again, since R drops all unconfirmed packets [15].  
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3.5.2  AD verification 

When a packet gets past the boundary of an AD, the inward AD should make a decision if 

the address of the source is legal. For a packet entering AD1 from AD2, AD1 checks:  

• If AD1 believes AD2 to have carried out the suitable tests on the source address of the 

packet, then AD1 forwards the packet.  

• If AD1 does not trust AD2, then AD1 performs uRPF tests to decide if the packet came on 

the same interface that the return route to its source would take. If uRPF is successful, 

AD1 forwards the packet. 

• If these checks do not succeed, AD1 drops the packet and sends a confirmation packet to 

AD:EID. If EID responds positively, the router inserts an entry allowing successive 

packets from AD:EID to go by when they arrive on the authenticated interface. 

AIP‘s source accountability eradicates some DoS attacks which depend on spoofing the 

source address. AIP‘s self-authenticating addressing allows a normal way to strangle surplus 

traffic, in which a victim host sends a clear ―shut-off‖ note to a system sending such traffic. This 

technique makes use of a scheme recommended by Shaw to strangle DoS traffic from ―well-

intentioned‖ hosts, but AIP allows a significantly straightforward and more common resolution 

than the present IP architecture. Though the weaknesses caused by the complexity of current 

software make it hard for the owners to avoid compromises, they are normally well-intentioned 

and do not commence attacks of their own decision. There is also a smart network interface card 

(smart-NIC)  that assists in controlling the behavior of the network of the host by carefully 

restraining the transmission of packets [15].  
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The smart-NIC accounts the hashes of newly sent packets and allows a particular class of 

packets called ―shut-off packets‖ (SOPs). A SOP which is sent from host A to host B comprises 

a hash of a latest packet sent to A from B and a time-to-live (TTL), which are all signed by A. 

On getting an SOP, the smart-NIC initially ensures if it had sent a packet whose hash matches 

that in the SOP. If not, it ignores the SOP; if so, it installs a filter which restrains further packets 

from B to A during the TTL [15]. 

AIP‘s combination of spoof prevention and self-certifying addresses makes this approach 

practical. A‘s signature and its key guarantee Y that A has sent the message. The hash of a latest 

packet shows that B has lately sent a packet to A. This evidence is required to avoid an attacker 

from draining the filter state in the NIC to let them to carry on attacking a selected victim, avoid 

replay attacks, and to make sure that although an attacker avoids AIP‘s anti-spoofing, it cannot 

cause a remote machine to obstruct communication with the victim [15]. 

 

3.6  Reputation System 

This method is similar to that of the Passport. This method attaches a cryptography-based 

signature into the packet at the time it leaves the host. The source identity, the packet header and 

contents are used while creating the signature. When the packet is leaving the autonomous 

system (AS), the host level cryptography-based signature is verified by the border router of the 

AS. Then the signature is replaced by the router with the AS-level signature. Routers on the path 

verify all packets they forward [27].  
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3.7  Avoiding cryptographic transparency 

This method uses a pseudo random bit pattern to evade cryptographic expenses. Here, 

every router operates like a confirmation label for un-spoofed packets and the label is placed in 

the header of the IP packet. All the routers know the confirmation label of the next-hop router. 

When a router receives a packet, it replaces the label of the previous router with its own if the 

packet was verified successfully and then forwards the packet to the next router. There are also 

concepts of exchanging labels among adjacent routers [16].  

 

3.8  Eradication of spoofing 

Ingress filtering is one main example which involves the elimination of spoofing as close 

as possible to the source. Spoofing is prevented by checking the address of the source close to 

the sender of the packet by the router or any other similar device. Though this prevents spoofing 

within the network and not between networks, there are other methods by which inter network 

spoofing can be reduced. In the other method, the routers next to the end points know the 

addressing scheme used in the autonomous system and label; the valid packets prior to 

forwarding them. Packets are dropped if the labels are not completely verifiable. This reduces 

spoofing to a great extent [29]. 

 

3.9  Managing unnecessary traffic 

Managing unwanted traffic can be done more efficiently if the spoofing is eliminated. 

With the help of accountable internet protocol (AIP) [15], unwanted traffic can be eliminated to a 

great extent. Malevolent sources are blacklisted and the packets from them are neglected. AIP 
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uses an enhanced ―shut-off protocol‖. There is an obvious drawback with this protocol. It works 

only with well-intentioned hosts.  

 

3.10  Lightweight Internet Permit Systems (LIPS) 

As redundant traffic turns out to be one of the main safety concerns on the present 

Internet, stopping surplus traffic is crucially significant but at the same time very complicated. 

We have to construct a sequence of safety mock-ups to recognize unnecessary messages, strain 

them away and additionally overcome their linked assaults. Lightweight Internet Permit System 

(LIPS) [6] offers preliminary traffic accountability through straightforward and swift packet 

verification to dispose surplus packets. Surplus packets mean packets which are not intended for 

the usual communication among the hosts.  

LIPS is intended to be a quick, measurable traffic verification method to remove the most 

regular unlawful messages, with slight alterations to current systems and extremely small 

collisions. When a sender needs to converse with a receiver, it initially asks and gets (if granted) 

an admission authorization from the receiver [6]. It then puts in a receiver admission 

authorization into every packet sent. Packets with correct admission authorizations only will be 

received at the receiver end.  This straightforward design offers a scalable and supple structure 

for launching primary traffic accountability amongst hosts and networks, and for protecting 

Internet resources devoid of giving up their open and vibrant character. Additionally, LIPS 

simplifies and eases the premature discovery and well-timed defense from network interruption 

and assaults by necessitating legitimate admission authorizations previous to any data packets 

can be acknowledged and executed. Therefore, by comprising dynamic checking and quick reply 
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methods with LIPS, we can build an efficient and scalable protection to defend Internet resources 

from surplus traffic [6].  

On the other hand, because it is a fragile type of verification scheme, LIPS has its own 

demerits. Its focal point is on arbitrarily mocking and inquiring traffic. For additional safety 

necessities like solitude, reliability, and strong verification, it should be united with stronger 

safety methods. In addition, its trivial nature decides that it is capable of addressing usual safety 

intimidations such as mocking and arbitrary inquiring, but not superior assaults like dynamic 

play again assaults, where the invader employs pieces of formerly noted login session, 

mimicking the rightful client. It depends on added in detail safety methodologies to overcome 

such vigorous assaults totally, though in the authors have exposed that such vigorous play again 

assaults might only cause somewhat partial harm [6].  

 

3.11  PlanetFlow and PlanetLab 

PlanetFlow [2] is used for preserving accountability for the traffic produced by the 

PlanetLab services [2]. It primarily handles internet services and strategies associated with 

PlanetLab. The most important reason for reviewing the services presented by PlanetLab is to 

lessen the number of grievances, change the liability and decrease the problematic behavior. This 

presently uses up to 4 Terabytes of generated interchange per day and has insignificant storage 

and CPU overhead [2]. 

Planet flow is mainly designed for supporting the network services of PlanetLab. As of 

August 2005, it contains of more than five hundred and eighty machines at two hundred and 

seventy five sites in thirty countries, and supports more than four hundred and fifty research 
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projects moreover is constantly raising its network by adding up 1 or 2 nodes every week. 

Researchers work on nodes which are hosted on their own sites [2]. 

In Planet flow accountability is mainly designed due to the experience from the past. The 

main reason for accountability is to resolve the complaints and to make PlanetLab secure. Even 

if the user in PlanetLab is a trusted user there is a chance for cooperation and mistreatment. 

Accountability only cannot be the answer for this issue of traffic in PlanetLab but it must be 

made clear to everyone that accountability is not to see this offensive traffic but to eliminate this 

from PlanetLab. Another resolution would be to terminate the internet and utilize the white list of 

sites which are concerned in getting the information associated to traffic from the PlanetLab. 

Content distribution networks like CoralCDN or CoDeeN might not be sustained by PlanetLab 

[2]. 

As said before, PlanetFlow is a network reviewing system for PlanetLab which helps in 

auditing the traffic related to the PlanetLab by marinating the accountability and thereby helping 

the PlanetLab to answer the complaints. 

Planet Flow runs in each and every node and provides the service needed through an 

appropriate service. The main components of planet flow are a flow collector, a database, web 

and administrative interfaces, a central server for sorting. 

The flow collector classifies the outgoing packets into IP flows. Ulogd program is 

employed by the PlanetFlow to capture the IP addresses. Ulogd classifies the outgoing packet 

into one of the following unique key flow: IP source address, UDP source port, slice ID, TCP 

source port, IP destination address or IP protocol number, etc. Ulogd maintains a byte count and 

store for each of the flow. The database gets updated periodically which makes the PlanetFlow 

more suitable for the auditing and accounting purposes [2 ,19]. 
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The flow database overrides the previously used flat text files which were difficult to 

store the data. In order to decrease the query time and enhance serviceability of the interface we 

use MySQL, an open-source database to store the flow information. MySQL supports a standard 

and flexible query language like many other SQL servers.  

A query interface was used for querying the database. The PlanetFlow by default 

executes on the HTTP port of all PlanetLab nodes. The time being taken by the queries these 

days is improved form minutes to seconds to go back and the interface has turned out to be 

extremely serviceable. If success is to be counted as the number of complaints filed and the 

number of cases ultimately resolved then there is a great success in this form and it is found that 

more number of cases which came through email are solved rather than those which are received 

through web interfaces because these are directed to the responsible persons [2, 33]. 

An archive server is the last primary component in a PlanetFlow. This is used to store, 

query and archive, flow data from all the nodes. All these data are stored forever on a central 

server because the traffic generated by an unreachable node can be resolved at some time. The 

present capacity of an archive is that it can store data related to 500 nodes for a period of 5 weeks 

and it is capable of off-loading the old databases into a single DVD. 
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Figure 3.  Components of Planet Flow [2] 

 

The above figure gives a clear idea about the parts of PlanetFlow. The current archive 

server is outfitted with storage of 500 MB and is capable of utilizing 300 Mb at a time. There are 

certain limitations on PlanetFlow like it cannot be used on problems which arise due to 

objectionable content. It does not have the right to inspect or recover the contents of the traffic. 

PlanetLab growth depends on the tools provided for querying, archiving and the services 

provided for maintaining it. Finally, it helped PlanetLab by answering many of the complaints 

successfully [2]. 

 

3.12  Accountability in internet email 

In spite of having several online real-time communications, email (also known as 

electronic mail) has been in prevalence for ages and its preference has not decreased [38]. From 

official business issues to on the go friendly matters, email is being used. It has the guarantee 

that the person will see the message, if not now, atleast at some point of time. Being so, it is very 
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essential to trust the sender of the email. The receiver should be satisfied to the fullest that the 

message is from the sender it is intended to be and also that the message is the same as what the 

sender wanted to send. Accountability plays a vital role in this case. We shall see about TMTP 

(Trusted Mail Transfer Protocol) [38], a protocol used in the application of accountability into 

internet emails. 

TMTP is an extension to the simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP) [38]. The basic 

concept of email is to envelope the message with layers of headers confirming the identity of the 

sender and the authenticity of the message being sent. Mail user agent (MUA) header and mail 

transport agent (MTA) headers are used for this purpose [38]. 

A TMTP capable mail server reacts to a recently set up TCP connection with a message 

which contains a TMTP keyword and the mail server‘s public key certificate. This shows that 

TMTP is enabled on this mail server. The server will look at the IP address of the client and the 

stated domain name in the message and continue to the corresponding local policies. Else, if the 

first command is an IDEN with a public key certificate, then the client must be TMTP enabled. 

Once the authorization and recognition processes are completed, credentials with evaluated 

initial values will be issued for the sender‘s public key and for the public key of the domain. 

Certificates and self-signed guarantees presented during qualification will also be saved for 

future verification. The domain now just starts a TMTP session with the help of one of the 

familiar keys in the IDEN command. If it sends on the behalf of the sender, it will place its sign 

along with the date, the MAIL FROM command, which should include the sender‘s email 

address, with the sender‘s signature. The signed TMTP exchanges, particularly the MAIL FROM 

command, will also be saved in specially purposed headers. Thus, we make email messages a 
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self-contained, integrity-protected unforgeable piece of confirmation that can be used against the 

sender if he/she breaks his/her promises [38]. 

TMTP has a close relationship with SMTP. It even has a backward compatibility with 

SMTP. This can be adopted by every mail server and there will not be any major interoperability 

issues. If TMTP has to be deployed, the mail server administrators must recognize all mail 

servers and issue policies for each one of them and their corresponding credentials [38]. 

The demonstration in TMTP shows that their scheme of using the TMTP assists mail 

servers to eradicate unconscious belief so it benefits mail recipients instantaneously even with no 

support of the mail senders. This inspires mail recipients to take up their method, thus enabling 

them to structure a reliable community. New entities can take steps to set up their personal 

dependence relations if they act munificently. Once set up, the reliable units will get special 

action more favorable than what momentary entities get. This forces valid mail senders to take 

on their scheme to obtain and preserve accountability in order that they stay trusted [38]. 

The application of trust organization to correctly manage protection and accountability 

necessities will permit consumers and domains to defend their networking resources so that these 

will not be misused. By broadening and distribution of their reliance relations with the 

surrounding communities, independent organizations can retain selective openness and form a 

trusted federation. This will offer a secure foundation essential for the growth and the 

progression of prospective Internet applications [38].  

 

3.13  Other methods to overcome attacks 

Numerous safety schemes have been proposed to overcome surplus traffic, IP mocking, 

and attacking sources. Firewalls are largely organized with packet filters derived from statically 
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constructed signatures. They are not capable to reply to upcoming assaults and cannot assist in 

involuntary protection and inter-domain partnership. Hence their effectiveness is quite restricted. 

Ingress filtering [25] is a method employed to confirm that received packets are in fact from the 

network that they declare to be from. Ingress filtering permits an ISP to stop invaders from 

mocking IP addresses external to the address room of a stub area. It also does not prevent an 

invader mocking inside a valid address range. As an ISP does not straightforwardly gain from 

ingress filtering, it has lower inducement to position it.  

Spoofing /Mocking Prevention Method (SPM) [29] is a wing to ingress filtering. It 

improves this method by giving improved employment inducements for ISPs, because it offers 

enhanced defense for SPM-conscious areas. A packet swapped among two SPM domains is 

appended with a chronological key, and the key is confirmed at the target area. Nevertheless, like 

ingress filtering, SPM cannot prevent mocking in a valid address space and does not assist 

traceback to cooperative hosts. Owing to the firm obligation of pre-existing certificates, they are 

hard to organize. In a similar fashion, the visa protocols employ data signatures and encryption 

to validate the course of packets. They too need common keys recognized among access-control 

servers on a per-source–destination basis. IETF Better-Than-Nothing-Security (BTNS) offers 

unauthenticated keying for IPsec to generate SAs among peers who do not have pre-existing 

authentication certifications. It intends to address the consumption problem of IPsec. It is 

analogous to LIPS in not needing pre-existing certificates. Additionally, Statistically-Unique-

and-Cryptographically-Verifiable (SUCV) and Host Identity Protocol (HIP) identifiers 

concentrate on the address possession difficulty by means of cryptographic name spaces to 

address the mocking problem [29]. 
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Additionally, numerous advances have been put forth to adjust transitional routers to 

overcome DoS assaults and IP-mocking. Pushback [30] considers DDoS as congestion-manage 

issue and wants all routers to sense and specially drop packets that perhaps cause an assault. 

Upstream routers are as well informed to drop those packets in a way that the routers‘ resources 

are made use of to route legitimate traffic. The network ability method puts in particular tokens 

into packets and needs transitional routers to ensure these tokens along forwarding routes for 

limiting surplus packets. When these routers validate packets and preserve per-flow states, 

receiving hosts too maintain per-flow conditions for verification by means of hash chains as 

described by Dong et al [6]. 

Hop-truthfulness protocols offer safe interactions among neighboring routers by 

calculating a message digest for every packet at every forwarding phase. Many of these protocols 

are explained by Dong et al. as a contrast to their novel method, LISP [6]. IP Easy-Pass intends 

to defend real-time precedence traffic from Denial-of-QoS assaults at an ISP edge router by 

upholding per-flow states. SAVE transmits legitimate sender addresses flanked by transitional 

routers on forwarding routes. Numerous traceback methods (e.g., IP traceback) are anticipated to 

track down aggressive sources. As these methods need altering transitional routers or preserving 

per-flow states, they are complicated to organize. Furthermore, superimpose advances (SOS and 

Mayday) utilize a wide-area overlie infrastructure with an abundance of transitional nodes to 

conceal serious servers and filter out aggressive traffic. Secure-i3 [40] also employs a 

superimpose network to conceal the IP addresses of end hosts and provide them the capability to 

protect from assaults by vigorously eliminating concealed triggers to prevent unwanted flooding 

traffic. Yet, the communication holdup in Secure-i3 is comparatively high. The lately projected 

Active Internet Traffic Filtering (AITF) [41] has an analogous objective as LIPS. It influences 
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the routes recorded on inward packets to recognize the previous point of belief on all assault trail 

and obstruct assault traffic at that point with the help of shared routers across numerous 

transitional domains. Once the victim notices assault flows, it inquires its entry to obstruct the 

flows; then, the entry asks the furthermost gateway in the route database to obstruct all packets 

of these flows. If the entryway does not react, the victim entry propels the filtering appeal to the 

second furthest gateway in the route record to obstruct the entire traffic from the furthest entry to 

the victim area. The rise prolongs till an entry along the assault trail replies. The main benefit of 

AITF is dispersed filtering along the forwarding routes, under the supposition that AITF is 

organized in a major part of the Internet [41]. 

These advances usually sustain elevated computational outlays or profound key 

managing expenses or need alteration of transitional routers or powerful communications 

maintenance. So, they typically considerably degrade end-to-end presentation for safety and are 

hard to organize. In contrast, LIPS does not need pre-existing communal furtive as the writers 

demonstrate, meaning no key managing expenses. LIPS employs protected hashing as an 

alternative to digital signatures or encryption [6]. Thus the overheads of cryptographic check are 

considerably lessened.  

Even though LIPS is put through two dynamic assaults – payload restoration and 

authorization replay, as discussed by Dong et al., the expenditure of thriving assaults is 

tremendously high and the damage is quite restricted. These assaults can be effortlessly taken 

care of by methods like in-depth protection systems which are usually employed in a lot of 

applications (for example SSL). 

IP address mocking is, as seen, one of the most important concerns with present Internet 

communications. Present IP is the connectionless, undependable network protocol in the TCP/IP 
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group. It offers no means for dependability or accountability and for these essential jobs, it relies 

upon upper levels. IP merely sends out the datagram and supposes that the upper level will 

maintain them together. IP also has no obligation on the deliverance part, so a packet might be 

deferred for a small time or for longer time, and yet can be misplaced devoid of sending any 

signal to the receiver or the one who sent it. In principle, it is not too complicated to alter the IP 

stack to permit a randomly selected IP address in the sender or receiver. In case of being 

assaulted through any form of malevolent action, the victim is certainly not capable of knowing 

the offender. Even in case the offender does not attempt to alter its source IP individuality, one 

cannot accuse the identified source because of the advantage of an uncertainty [29].  

A denial-of-service attack or distributed denial-of-service attack is an attempt to make a 

computer resource unavailable to its intended user and most affected targets are like credit card 

services, banks or DNS root server to paralyse the bigger part of network services. In case of 

flooding, attacker sends a packet with the source address of the victim(IP address forging) to 

multiple hosts, so the response from other machines flood the victim and make it unable to 

operate any further [41]. 

Present day cryptographic techniques for securing Internet accounts are not strong 

enough to protect and can be hacked. System does not provide the facility to trace back the origin 

information so attacker can harm others without being traced and punished [16]. 

When people surf the net for some specific information, there are Cookies as small text 

files that the server and browser exchange on each page request, which can store your net surfing 

habit to use them for their marketing and net advertise activities and people suffer with non-stop 

advt. mails even after trying to block them. The phone no. and e-mail IDs given for some 

registration on line, one can experience odd phone calls and e-mails of no use, wasting time and 
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resources. Filtering is possible but as victims get new solutions, the attackers use new strategies 

to make system fail. So it is a constant battle between good and bad and much more effective 

techniques are required to make Internet less vulnerable to attacks and to improve internet 

accountability [26]. 

Other cases of misuse of information are common for business rivalry, social disrespect, 

mental harassment and denial of human rights. 

Digital signatures alone cannot provide a complete answer to the accountability 

requirements of a protected communication structure. Even as digital signatures are essential, 

however they are not enough for the accountability requirements, and a category of 

accountability denial problems have to be determined. The progress of using (signed) 

acknowledgement messages to put forward round-trip accountability could be insufficient, as the 

acknowledgement for the acknowledgement message becomes a requisite in an iterative manner. 

The present Internet querying tools like traceroute and ping can assist in fixing network 

problems. Furthermore, these tools are extremely efficient in investigating long-term outages or 

constant high fall rates. On the other hand, since they merely let us know how the network 

responds to investigate packets, not to formerly sent packets, they fall short to confine low-rate 

or erratic misbehavior, like an irregular router breakdown, or malevolent low-rate fall prototypes. 

Hence, they have restricted significance when trying to make choices concerning the 

dependability of a supplier‘s service. More significantly, although the Internet's behaviors on 

probe traffic were adequate to notice all problems, such probing tools disclose information at 

router level. It cannot be anticipated that ISPs will stay so obvious to these tools. It is supposed 

that the present tendency of ISPs deceiving these tools will rise, stopping illicit probing. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ACCOUNTABILITY IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS 

 

Accountability has been a main concern in distributed systems. In a case of failure in a 

distributed system, it is important to know which system entity malfunctioned or that system 

should be accountable in order to find the faulty entity. As of today distributed systems face a 

large number of threats. These threats demand an innovative approach to make the system 

dependable. Accountability in distributed systems makes it to reach the heights, if not making it 

possible, to reduce the threats in distributed systems. Accountability has made it possible to 

detect and isolate threats and design a dependable system [9, 21]. 

There are a number of ways by which distributed systems can be attacked. The general 

faults are termed as Byzantine Fault [9]. By definition, a Byzantine fault is an arbitrary fault that 

arises during the execution of an algorithm by a distributed system. Masking the entity from 

these faults have been implemented but with their own cost making it unaffordable. There are 

several reasons as well for opting fault detection rather than masking [9]. They are: 

• The detection process requires less replication of nodes. 

• The entire process is cheaper. 

• Detecting faults facilitates a timely reaction to faults 

• The presence of detectors itself reduces the likelihood of certain faults. 

• Since there are backup snapshots, the system is recoverable. 

• In cases of multiple administrator spheres of influence, detection plays a vital role.
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Nodes can be principally split into three categories. They are correct, detectably faulty 

and detectably ignorant. The below figure explains these categories assuming nodes A and C are 

always correct. 

 

 

Figure 4.  Node categories - A simple exchange of message, assuming nodes A and C are always 

correct and in which node B is (a) correct, (b) detectably faulty and (c) detectably ignorant [9] 

 

The detectably defective and ignorant nodes are those to be dealt with. If a detector on a 

correct node finds a faulty performance on a different node then it propels a failure indication to 

all its corresponding local application process. Indication is also of three types, namely: trusted, 

suspected and exposed. If the indication is of the exposed type, then there is a proof that the 

particular node is faulty. If is of type suspected, then there is an evidence that the node is 

ignoring the requests. And if none of the above two hold, then the node is trusted. In order to 

check the evidences of the detector a PeerReview failure detector can be used [9, 21]. 
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4.1  Constructing an accountable system 

The three main properties that an accountable system should possess in order to 

authenticate the truthfulness of constituent events and inside state and finally allocate 

accountability are as follows: 

• Accurate: The actions are binding and accept them as they have authority; 

• Obvious tampering: Any effort to damage state is noticeable; 

• Provable: The rightness of states and events can be confirmed. 

Having the above mentioned properties accountability should be able to perform fault 

prevention, fault tolerance and fault removal.  

Apart from the above mentioned criteria, secure hashes and digital signatures are the 

primary building blocks for an accountable system. Though digital signatures are highly 

recommended, they alone are not enough for perfect accountability. Complete accountability 

calls for that every member preserves a reserve of digitally signed records of formerly 

implemented actions, incorporated with the component's internal state [8, 9]. 

 

4.2  Sorting out the state and logic 

Decoupling the service state from the service logic is a major approach in accountability. 

One way is to reason out general accountability functions from the application and integrate 

them into a reclaimable state storage layer for certified, authenticated and tamper-evident state. 

This can be done by a prototype CATS [11] which integrates the state storage into a one 

mentioned earlier.  

The interface of CATS is analogous to the one presented by the on hand profit-making 

Internet storage services. CATS presents support for strong accountability for broadening the 
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operations of a marketable internet storage services. The CATS storage abstraction facilitates a 

module or network service to confirm its processes. CATS has a novel primitive for protected 

auditing. Its store answers challenges about its performance by offering a series of non-

repudiable action confirmation to validate its state. A CATS server interprets read and write 

reactions with proof of right execution. Audit and challenge interfaces are proposed by this 

system. These interfaces prove that the server is truthful to the clients. A flawed server cannot 

hide its misbehavior, and the confirmation of misbehavior is autonomously certifiable by any 

other member [11].  

CATS clients are also responsible for all the events they perform on the service. A client 

cannot reject its own events, and the server can verify the collision of those events on the state 

views it offered to other clients. Eventually CATS also concentrates only on the state store which 

is not sufficient to ensure that a state is valid of previous input of components. This led to 

another innovative method wherein a CATS based constituent should convey its process 

semantics as a state engine [11]. 

 

4.3  Commonwealth Accountability Testing System (CATS) 

In this section we shall see the design, implementation and evaluation of CATS [11]. As 

mentioned in the preceding section, CATS is a network storage service with well-built 

accountability properties. Any given system is said to be powerfully accountable if it offers a 

way for every member to resolve for itself if all the other nodes are behaving how they are 

supposed to, without relying on assertions of misbehavior by any other participant. CATS tackles 

the problem of supplying clients with the way to confirm that the server executes all write 

operations acceptably and also the read reacts correctly provided the sequence applicable writes 
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expected at the server. CATS focuses on semantically truthful behavior more willingly than 

performance accountability. The overview of CATS is as shown in Figure 5. 

The CATS toolkit has universal state management functions. These functions are used to 

systematize service state in order to enabling powerful accountability. The state store toolkit is 

used by CATS storage service. This ensures that the tamper-evidence of its state and also to 

confirm to its clients that it upholds its state correctly [11]. 

Every request and response information for the CATS bears a digital signature that 

validates its dispatcher and confirms the truthfulness of the message. In specific, every demand 

and reply has a signed event record. A node can preserve this record and then use it to prove the 

behavior and validity of further nodes in the system. Any receiver in the system can verify the 

action records and are accepted with approval by the sender. A CATS server from time to time 

produces a signed digest in excess of its local state. There is a function provided by the state 

storage data structure to figure a compressed and fixed-size hash to that of a minute snapshot of 

its present state [11]. There are two kinds are proofs in a CATS server as mentioned below: 

• Inclusive: the server declares that a given couple of the object id and the record were 

traced in the service state at the last part of some period. This assert is supported by a 

unique membership proof illustrating that the (id, record) couple was employed to 

calculate the digest for that period in an appropriate way. 

• Exclusive: The server declares that no entity amid a particular object id survived in its 

state at the finish of some period. The assertion is supported through evidence revealing 

an accurate calculation of the period digest that did not comprise an entity with that id. 

Supposing an earlier writer had recorded an object with that id, it might have confirmed 
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that the server included the entity into its digest in an appropriate manner that could have 

prohibited similar evidence. 

Read, Write,

Challenge, Audit

External 

medium

Logic

CATS

Accountable 

storage service

Signed Simple 

Object Access

Protocol (SOAP)

   State Digest

 

Figure 5.  An overview of the CATS service and its components[11] 

 

Read and write responses in a client are authenticated using challenges. A writer can put 

forth a demand to explain to confirm that the write to an object id was included into the server‘s 

state for that exacting period of time. Likewise, a reader can put forth a demand to confirm that 

its observation of the server‘s state is accordant with the server‘s current digest consequently also 

reliable with the views confirmed by the writers in addition to other readers [11]. 

The basis of the CATS toolkit is the legitimate dictionaries. An authenticated dictionary 

is a chart of rudiments with exclusive identifiers. It permits for well-organized identifier-based 

recovery and update. This is based on the Merkle scheme. It organizes the rudiments of the set in 

a binary search tree. Every node of the tree is enlarged with an authentication label. This 

authentication label is the production of a one-way collision-resistant hash function functional on 
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the inside of the node‘s sub tree. Issues such as the tree degree, data layout and persistence are 

also handled with before the implementation [11]. 

The storage service and the state store toolkit are implemented by means of C#, .NET 

framework 2.0. The Web Service Enhancement (WSE) 2.0 was used for SOAP and Direct 

Internet Message Encapsulation (DIME) communication. There is an intermediate block cache 

module which manages the admission to storage and buffering. Using a background process, the 

cache is maintained by clearing the blocks which are of less significance. Locking of blocks in a 

shared or exclusive mode is also possible but deadlock detection was not resolved. The block 

cache is used by the authenticated dictionary to access storage blocks. Using a B-link 

concurrency algorithm, as mentioned in, optimal concurrency is ensured. The storage service is 

log structured as in. It comprises of an append-only log and an index for positioning the 

information on the log [8, 11]. Every log entry has two segments: 

• The unique XML request and 

• The request payload. 

There is a collection of stages used to structure the service. Requests are serviced by a 

group of employee threads for every phase. The volume of the group transforms dynamically in 

response to the load. Each stage has an unchanging capacity queue to soak up differences in the 

load. As soon as these queues are filled up, the service begins to reject further requests. These 

discarded requests are resubmitted in a later time. The client-service communication is through 

the SOAP over a TCP connection. 

The service process updates the requests in a particular period of time marked by 

distinctive features. The moment a valid write request is received, it creates another period of 

time marked by the corresponding distinctive features, for an entity that has by now been 
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adjusted in the existing period of time. As every version of the object is being safeguarded by 

this method, it allows the best granularity of accountability. However, the performance is 

affected if the workload has high conflicts. Limiting the length of the time/epoch would be an 

alternative solution of implementation [11]. 

 

4.3.1  Extension of CATS 

There are a group of necessary fundamentals that can be employed to build additional 

compound accountable services. CATS protocol updates only one object at a time, but 

considering updates to multiple objects in a primitive. Basically, object updates in CATS is 

expensive as only full object overwrites are done in CATS. A significant approach would be to 

split the object into multiple blocks that encompass the object. Hence, if an update is done there 

is only one write issued but several full block overwrites are carried out. If the compound update 

operation is ensured accountable by the server then the user is assured to have accountable 

information. Similar to using multi object updates for improving performance, it is also proven to 

be used for enhancing correctness. For situations resembling the NFS file system, updates may 

be required to multiple blocks where correctness plays a vital role [11].  

Ensuring correctness necessitates that server also be appropriate to all unique updates or 

nothing at all. This can be ensured by means of a version number vector which has a record for 

every entity being updated and includes a version number of that entity preceding the updating 

process. Issuing challenge also improves the correctness. Selecting only an arbitrary division of 

the items reduces the high distributiveness. The accuracy of access control choices is also a chief 

branch in accountability. The CATS storage service has a straightforward fixed access control 

lists (ACLs) [11] to direct its access control decisions. These permissions given to the lists 
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cannot be changed dynamically. This concern can be overridden by the use of individual 

approval service. This examination deals with a dynamic manage list and supplies signed 

attestations concerning the admission permissions. The authorization service is one which is 

identical to the storage system but the only difference is that it stores the data with particular 

format and corresponding implication. To confirm a query, one should not only make sure that 

the reply is new but the author of the variable‘s information must be certified to execute the 

update. Hence if a service reacts that an entity with a signature and an owner exists, then we 

must ensure that it is from that particular owner and that it did not come from any other source 

and also it was not signed by any other principal. All these possibilities enforce accountability 

[11]. 

Considering making a general service based computation accountable, we require to 

confirm the subsequent; suppose, o(x) is the operation requested by the service s and client c,   

• C is given the authorization headed for request o(x). 

• The service will be able to bond indisputably the inside of some state variable to a client 

c and request o(x). 

• C cannot abnegate that it subjected o(x). 

• It is achievable to resolve supposing the value of any state variable is new. 

• It is feasible to prove the rightness of the implementation of o(x).  

Among the requirements specified above, the last one is the most complicated to attain as 

far as accountability is concerned. The complexity of confirming the rightness of o(x) lies in the 

character of o(x). This can be as simple as possible or as complex as it could get, even make it 

impossible to achieve. In spite of the complexity, it is at all times likely to determine the client 

request, the inside of every participant at the time the process was implemented, the contents of 
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every associate of the updated state and the production. The assessor can then recomputed the 

contents of every associate of the updated state and the result having the right of entry to the 

specifications and then compare it. More notably, the association of the service state facilitates 

the assessor to recognize who is accountable for the final outcome, that is, whether the server or 

the client is responsible for that particular action [8, 11, 20]. 

 

4.4  Pretty Good Packet Authentication – PGPA 

The most powerful type of packet authentication (in which anyone can independently 

verify the authenticity of any packet at any time) is complicated to attain. It is a type in which 

anybody could autonomously confirm the genuineness of all packets at all times. A perfect 

elucidation necessitates that every packet exist cryptographically marked and a public-key 

infrastructure which permits further hosts to authenticate these marks. This elucidation facilitates 

the employment of packets like proof because anybody might confirm the signatures and 

consequently connect a sender with the packet he sent. Conversely, such an elucidation is 

computationally costly as well as complex to set up. An unsound variety of packet authentication 

is that allows an Internet Service Provider to confirm if a known, lately broadcasted IP packet 

was sent through one of its consumers. PGPA [13] offers the ability as given below: 

Having a packet P from a source IP address S along with a timestamp t, the ISP which 

possesses S will be able to confirm if S has transferred P at just about time t. 

Packet verification basically needs the situation wherein a tool that maintains trail of 

broadcasted packets. A likely option to place this tool is the consumer‘s admittance connection 

that is, the connection among the consumer and the ISP which he uses, as shown in Figure 6. The 

genuine uniqueness of the consumer is identified from his agreement with the ISP, furthermore 
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the tool can watch the consumer‘s complete transfer [13]. Systematizing packet verification on 

the admission connection has three different benefits as given below. 

• It does not need improvement or further working in the high-speed environment. 

• It assists not in favor of consumer-side mocking since the ISP would be familiar with 

what IP addresses have been allocated to every connection moreover can sift out any 

packets having unusual addresses.  

It offers for increasing consumption, because every admission connection can be 

improved separately [13]. This grants us with a possible consumption trail. 

 

4.4.1  PGPA implementation 

We shall see the implementation of PGPA on the existing Internet architecture. 

• PGPA needs an innovative kind of center box known as the traffic monitor that accounts 

data concerning packets which have been broadcasted on top of a known admission 

connection. For every packet, the traffic monitor computes a timestamp and a digest, plus 

it marks them to an integrated storage tool. When the consumer is blamed of sending 

unlawful or unpleasant traffic, the complainant should create a minimum of one packet as 

proof, collectively with the estimated time of its communication. The ISP subsequently 

inquires the traffic monitor for a digest which is equivalent to the proof. Supposing such a 

digest is located and its timestamp is adequately close, the consumer is detained 

accountable for the traffic [13]. 

• The traffic checker can be set up on both endings of the admission connection, that is, 

either at the ISP or on the consumer‘s ground. Setting up the checker on the consumer‘s 

grounds might be further capable of being scaled as well as cheaper for the ISP. 
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Additionally, the consumer does not have to believe the ISP, for the reason that he can set 

up a checker tool from a seller he believes. Conversely, supposing the checker is in the 

consumer‘s management, the ISP should avoid consumers from going around the 

checking tool. The ISP might attain this by setting up a protected channel to the checker 

furthermore merely tolerating traffic by means of that particular channel. Such as, a 

secret-key might be mutual among the checker and the ISP, and the tool might add on a 

machine authentication code to every packet it transmits to the ISP. To safeguard not in 

favor of interfering, the tool might wipe out the input objects at the time it notices that the 

case has been started. Certainly, supposing the tool is actually inside the consumer‘s 

attainment, he can demolish the tool, as well as in consequence the proof it holds. 

Therefore consumer-side checkers cannot be employed to battle rigorous faults. Although 

the demolition of the tool would increase disbelief plus may yet be liable to be penalized 

by itself, that penalty could be favorable to the punishment for the fault. Supposing this is 

an apprehension, the checkers ought to be arranged at the ISP as a substitute [13]. 

• The checker records digests fairly than whole packets. Digests are adequate to ensure for 

the occurrence or non-occurrence of a detailed packet, plus they do not disclose the 

information of additional communicated packets. Nevertheless, it is essential to be 

cautious at the time of calculating the digest for the reason that in IP set of connections, 

several header fields of a packet might alter alongside the trail. To avoid forged signs 

since the hash of the proof does not be equivalent with the traced hash, the checker 

disguises those fields previous to calculating the hash. Packets might as well be changed 

by IP disintegration. A straightforward method to take care of disintegration is to have 

the checker reconstruct departing packets ahead of computing their digests, in addition to 
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permitting PGPA questions merely for total packets. Supposing a witness interrupts 

packet wreckage, he is obliged to reconstruct the equivalent packets plus put forward a 

PGPA question for the reconstructed packet. 

There are two limitations established by the traffic checker. They are as follows: 

• Because of its limited storage space capability, the checker can just offer data concerning 

packets which are not having a timestamp greater than a given quantity of time Tmax. 

This ought to be satisfactory in performance on condition that misconduct can normally 

be noticed inside that time.  

• The system can barely reply questions at the time a checker has been organized on the 

supposed dispatcher‘s admission connection. As a result, the assurance we attain is as 

follows: If we have a packet P, a timestamp t which is lesser Tmax in the earlier period 

plus a source IP address S, the ISP that possesses S could confirm if S propelled P at 

more or less time t, given that checkers are organized on the ISP’s admission 

connections. 

Mapping Usage to Users 

Most promising grid spots executing jobs on machines require having local user's 

accounts on that machine but not virtual users. 

Usage Economies and Methods of Exchange 

Several economics model are failing since the grid is being developed to respond to 

particular technical needs. 

• Supplier: A supplier of Gird Resources. 

• Consumer: A client of Grid Resources. 

• Value: A Measurement of the Usage of Grid 
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• Exchange: The Act of Utilizing Grid Resources 

 

Internet Service

Provider

PGPA

End User

Internet

 

Figure 6.  An instance of the PGPA system [13]. 

 

Various economic models are examined as promising frameworks for administering grid 

source economies. Because most grids are being developed in reaction to particular research 

requirements and are so far falling beneath the purview of strongly supposed management teams, 

there are a lot of chances to make a decision of what model would best provide a specific grid 

neighbourhood. A few instances are; ―central control‖, the present criterion for computational 

economy amongst ―free market economies‖ where the allotment of possessions is decided 

exclusively by give and insist, and ―bartering‖, where members make cycles obtainable in 
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replacement for the chance to be occupied in one of the main computing projects at present 

existing [13]. 

Functionality and Methodology 

There are some functional requirements that are being used in systems that are being 

developed such as:  

Supplier Sites ought to be capable of proving the resource rates and quotes for resource 

requests. 

• Clients should be capable of obtaining quotes for prospective resource utilization and 

either request that the resource-consuming job be executed or inform the resource 

provider that the resource quote was rejected. 

• The worth of the Resources must be decided by the local resource provider for the 

resources within their administrative purview. The local authority will also need to 

decide, for their administrative purview, if a remote user is required to have a local 

account to utilize local resources. The rates determined by local resource providers for 

resources, while flexible, must be made available to a potential grid user upon request for 

a quote. This raises the additional question of how to release a quote that has not been 

accepted. 

• Chargeable objects differ significantly from place to place. Eventually, the lone 

requirement is that the resource usage be presented to the ―consumer‖ in an 

understandable and decomposable fashion – the user needs to know what the measures 

are for using a site‘s resources so that an informed decision can be made before 

submitting a job. 
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• Conflict decision events must be developed, executed and published by each site, for 

disputes over charges incurred. An overall procedure establishing minimum resolution 

standards must be agreed to and implemented. This will be strongly based on the methods 

of exchange that have been agreed upon by the participating sites, but it should not be 

overlooked when the grid community is developing its charter or service agreements. 

• Account Assessment is recommended to a great height for grid members. In a centrally 

controlled system, this will imply maximizing usage on the funded resources; in a barter 

economy, sites will not participate if they do not believe they are receiving at least as 

much as they are providing. 

Accounting and accountability are often overlooked in the enthusiasm of executing a 

disseminated high performance computational system, but they are significant to the 

achievement of the effort. In the world of demo ware, theories can be experienced on the 

foundation of handshakes and email conversations. As grids progress into the making and 

commence addressing major questions, accords on standards for allotment, access, and 

accounting will become more significant [13]. 

 

4.5  Accountability in grid computing systems 

Accountability for grid computing systems [4] is crucial having a large number of users 

and dynamic units in these systems. 

Presently there is no grid computing system which deals with accountability as part of its 

data guarantee element [4]. The research in deals with this significant insufficiency by putting 

forth a system of accountability portrayed by the subsequent characteristics:  

• An affluent and supple language for the design of accountability strategies. 
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• An agent-based system to impose the rules stated in the above mentioned language. 

• Privacy and Security means for the storage of accountability information. 

There are a number of critical necessities for an appropriate accountability method for 

grids as given below: 

• Decentralization. It means the requirement for allocating the accountability jobs across 

the grid nodes. Owing to the dispersed character of grid systems, accountability cannot be 

dealt with in a particular location, but it should engage all the nodes where a job is 

practiced. This obligation also needs a reliable and harmonic analysis of the logging data 

that trails from the job flow across nodes [4]. 

• Scalability. Scalability has two dimensions: nodes and users. Nowadays, grids have 

become extensively available to outsized consumer populations due to the accessibility of 

web based portals. Such communities have an impact on the number of job requests that 

are normally presented to grids. Furthermore the size of grid systems is rising since 

increasingly more associations are concerned in sharing resources. It is significant to plan 

resolutions which balance and hence work correctly for grids of about every size [4]. 

• Flexibility. A large set of data must be gathered and well stored for usage and 

investigation later. The system must be capable of combining varied accountability data 

as required. It is though significant to recognize and choose only the data related for 

accountability, as it is not possible to just gather all the possibly helpful information. The 

recognition of the kind of information to gather together with data about the jobs, users 

and nodes must be stated by means of a sophisticated strategy language to simplify 

administration jobs [4]. 
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• Minimum Impact. The accountability tools should be trivial and should not constrain the 

normal calculation and actions performed by the grid nodes [4]. 

• Administration Autonomy. Nontechnical obstacles like the co-existence of numerous 

administrative domains in an equivalent grid system must be taken into consideration. 

This condition is difficult, since the complexity to precisely forecast how grid admins 

will supervise their resources. A fine plan should therefore protect the independence of 

grid sites, and bound to the extent that is likely the height of association essential for the 

distribution of accountability information [4]. 

• Integration with Digital Identity Management and Access Control Systems. Since actions 

performed in a grid system eventually have to be mapped back to actual users, it is 

essential that the accountability scheme be incorporated with the system in place for 

organizing consumer characteristics. Additionally, so as to attach all accountability data 

associated with the similar task, the accountability system should be conscious of how 

consumers are recognized across diverse domains. Integration with access control 

systems is significant to verify which access control strategies and/or which IDs allowed 

admission to a particular consumer, should an accidental access by this consumer takes 

place. By examining accountability data regarding access control conclusions, the 

administrators might get hold of data helpful for modifying the access control policies in 

place and the credentials necessary to get access to the grid resources [4]. 

There are four main basics forming the fundamentals for accountability in grid computing 

systems:  

1) The recognition of appropriate classes of accountability information; 
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Figure 7.  An instance of an accountable grid 

Since accountability information will be typically meant for investigation study, it is vital 

to decide the consequence of the information on the success of the investigation. There are three 

classes of accountability information as given below: 

• Access control data: It denotes the verification tokens used by clients to access the grid, 

for example, the kind of credentials appealed for getting approval, and the equivalent 

access management rules used, if any. Since access control resolves which tasks are 

performed on the grid, checking access control choices by noting down data associated 

with such choices is critical to decide if and why erroneous access control decisions have 

been made and therefore take appropriate counteractive procedures. 
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• Job-related data: This information is linked with the task and its implementation, and 

comprises data similar to the machines in which the task is hosted, the number of sub-

jobs, the resource utilization for processing the task, the various IDs and the timestamp 

for check-pointing. At every step in the task implementation, several sets of task 

information are collected. 

• Resource monitoring: This information comprises of the complete data detailed to the 

machine where grid manipulations are carried out and it consists of resource handling, 

occurrence, number of CPU cycles and so on. 

2) The design of the agents for accountability, which support accountability and logging;  

These agents are main units of the accountability solution in which they observe resource 

utilization and consumers' access to grid nodes. Agents utilize various methods to gather 

information, based on the source of the information, the position inside the grid and information 

type. They distribute accountability information with other systems. Thus, to exploit the 

advantages of our accountability method, agents should be cautiously dispersed among the grid 

nodes [4]. 

3) The improvement of a significant language for accountability strategies; 

Guaranteeing accountability among huge, diverse, grid components needs gathering great 

quantity of data and setting up efficient processes. As the data is likely to be used for 

accountability, there has to be certain means by which accountability processes can be 

customized and put into effect as per the needs of the application. In addition, data gathered for 

accountability reasons might disclose sensitive data and hence privacy is an added significant 

constraint. A vital feature of any advance to accountability is signified by the accessibility of 

accountability strategies that would permit supervisors to set up and adapt accountability 
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representative processes. An accountability strategy mostly needs that accountability be 

performed for a given data flow procedure and furthermore denotes the accountability data to be 

accumulated and the data processing elements that should be followed. There are two kinds of 

strategies and extended interrelated strategy languages for their requirement. These strategy 

types are: policies particular to task-related data; and node- oriented strategies, i.e., strategies 

associated with resource utilization and responsive resource accesses at a node which is currently 

processing. By means of the primary kind of strategy, the supervisor needs the accountability 

system to track a task procedure which is linked to a particular user all through the task‘s 

lifecycle, from task formation to its conclusion. The next kind of strategy allows administrators 

to want the group of information regarding resource usage. The last kind of information is 

recovered by developing suitable resource checking primitives which from time to time gather 

resource utilization data on every resource supplier node and map the linked process [4]. 

4) A set of protocols permitting the agents to communicate and flawlessly incorporate 

accountability data consistent with the accountability rules and the flow of data; 

The approach to allow a complete sight of running tasks is anchored in two issues: 

• The utilization of common accountability strategies;  

• The utilization of graph-based log distribution methods. 

Shared strategies permit agents to connect and share chosen accountability information 

related to a particular task that involves the agents‘ nodes. A graph based method to signify the 

compound relations between grid nodes linked by a task processed in parallel at these nodes is 

used. In a graph of such kind, every node matches up to a grid node where a piece of the task is 

processed. Each node is linked with one edge to a distinct father node, which signifies the node 

where the task has been split. Through the graph sharing method, agents are capable of preserve 
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data regarding the processed tasks. If wanted, the agent linked with the source node of the graph 

is capable of reconstructing a whole accountability proof of the task by navigating the graph and 

attaining the right data from the associated agents [4]. 

 

4.6  Accountability in cloud computing 

Cloud computing is a popular next-stage in the internet. Along with several advantages, it 

provides consumers a system to acquire storage and computation resources ‗on demand‘. Before 

possessing and maintaining a big and costly IT infrastructure, consumers can now lease the 

required resources whenever and however long, they want them. Therefore, consumers can not 

only avoid a big investment but they might also be capable of cutting down their costs by paying 

only for the resources they essentially utilize [39].  

On the other hand, from the consumer‘s viewpoint, using a cloud is also fairly chancy, for 

the reason that they should give up power over their manipulation and information. In the 

straightforward model, where the computation executes on a server on the consumer‘s location, 

the consumer has substantial access to the machines, they can openly monitor their condition, 

and they can have them supervised by people they have faith in. In the latest form, where the 

computation executes on virtual systems in a cloud, the consumer cannot do any of those 

mentioned. Organization of the physical systems is entrusted to the cloud supplier; the client 

maintains merely some power over the virtual systems, which he can run distantly over a set of 

connections [39]. 

The loss of control is difficult when anything goes erroneous. To demonstrate this, here is 

a variety of possible problems: 
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• The systems in the cloud can be configured wrongly or may be faulty and can therefore 

damage the client‘s information or make his calculation to return erroneous results; 

• The cloud supplier can by accident allot inadequate resources to the client, which can 

bring down the efficiency of the client‘s services; 

• An invader can develop a bug in the client‘s software to rob expensive information, or to 

capture the client‘s systems for spamming or denial of system attacks; 

• The client might not have access to his information as the cloud drops it, or just for the 

reason that the information is not available at a given time. 

A number of the above mentioned problems, like the insufficient allotment of resources, 

are specific to the cloud and may perhaps not take place on a given platform, while others, like 

information loss or faulty hardware, are venerable and old machines problems whose sternness is 

simply augmented by the utilization of a cloud [39].  

The nonexistence of a dependable error recognition and acknowledgment might not only 

daunt possible cloud clients but it also causes difficulties to several applications that need 

fulfillment with rules or policies. According to one of Amazon‘s own case studies, one of their 

customers had to modify their software architecture to remove the PHI before their data was 

uploaded to the cloud; the PHI was then kept locally and reconnected with the processed data 

upon its return [39].  

Accountability can be used to handle these confronts. Concisely, a distributed system is 

accountable if a) errors can be dependably noticed, and b) every error can be definitely linked to 

at least one defective node [39]. More particularly, systems with these features are considered: 

• Identities: Every event is definitely linked to the system which executed it; 
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• Secure record: The machine keeps a note of past events like systems which cannot pass 

over in secret, fake, or interfere with its entries; 

• Auditing: The record can be examined for traces of errors and 

• Evidence: When an auditor notices an error, it can attain proof of the error that can be 

confirmed separately by a moderator. 

 

4.6.1  An accountable cloud 

A client is concerned in executing a service S on the cloud, which could be used by a set 

of outside users. For this reason, the client leases numerous (virtual or physical) systems from a 

cloud provider. The client does not have any considerable substantial control over the cloud 

systems, and he cannot openly monitor their standing [39]. 

The client and the supplier furthermore enter into a contract A that explains how the 

cloud is going to execute service S. Normally, A indicates at least that the cloud systems will 

loyally run the software offered by the client. Conversely, A can also give other characteristics, 

like an accessibility objective, or a guarantee that the information accessed by S will not be 

exposed to an intermediary [39]. 

A primitive called AUDIT(A, S, t1, t2) is implemented on the cloud which can be 

summoned by the client to decide whether the cloud has satisfied contract A for service S for the 

period [t1 . . . t2]. AUDIT returns either OK, to show that S has obeyed to the rules of A in the 

specified interval, or some proof that S has failed to obey the rules of A. 

If accountability is to be taken into consideration, there should be a sense of balance 

among the necessities of the client and those of the supplier and it has to offer them with proof to 
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resolve variances, probably with the aid of a moderator. To attain this, the AUDIT must have the 

following three characteristics in any case: 

• Completeness: If the contract is disobeyed, AUDIT will account this sooner or later, and 

it will create proof of the violation; 

• Accuracy: If the contract is not violated, AUDIT will not account a infringement; and 

• Verifiability: Any proof of a supposed infringement can be ensured separately by a 

moderator, although the moderator believes neither the provider nor the client. 

These assurances do not need that clients and providers believe each other, or that the 

cloud will only be influenced by mistakes of a specific kind.  

To implement AUDIT, the previous events of the different units in the system should be 

known. For this reason, a tamper-evident log can be used. Each node preserves a log in which it 

notes all of its outputs and inputs, together with any messages it receives or sends, and it permits 

few additional nodes to check this log. The log is planned in such a way that assessors can 

discover if any entries have been modified, omitted, or else interfered with. If the assessor 

notices interference, he finds proof that can be confirmed autonomously by a moderator [8, 21, 

39]. 

Tamper-evident logs can offer a firm foundation for accountable clouds. If the client is 

capable of reviewing the logs of the cloud systems he is leasing, he is capable of being certain 

that he either gets a right record of each system‘s past events or proof that a few systems have 

not been maintaining their logs properly and are thus defective. Tamper-evident logs moreover 

tender strong, verifiable assurances; especially, it is not possible to acquire convincing proof in 

opposition to a right node [21, 39].  
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Replay and logging can be used to notice erroneous implementations, but this is simply 

one of the troubles that a cloud client may be paying attention to identify. Service level 

agreements (SLA) infringements are prone to be a chief issue; to identify these, we should add 

timing data to the tamper-evident log. For apparent grounds, the time-stamping mechanism must 

neither be restricted by the client nor by the cloud supplier. Once the timing data is in the logs, it 

can be used to identify errors in the performance. One method to do this is to replay the log on a 

system of approximately the pace guaranteed by the cloud supplier, and to ensure whether the 

time necessary to replay a log section flanked by two timestamps t1 and t2 is utmost t2 − t1. This 

is admittedly a fairly simple technique that can discover only extremely big divergences from the 

promoted pace. Yet, if the supplier consents to a further comprehensive requirement, it must be 

feasible to verify more characteristics [39]. 

If the client is to identify mistakes by replicating each step completed by a cloud system, 

he would require another cloud to ensure the efficiency of the former, which appears unrealistic 

for a majority of applications. One method to alleviate this difficulty is to employ a traditional 

notion and to ensure coarser characteristics. A different method is to utilize sampling: We can 

attain a probabilistic assurance by having the cloud carry out recurrent checkpoints, and by 

letting the client to arbitrarily review a small number of sections among successive checkpoints. 

Because a lot of serious difficulties will influence most of the sections, the client can yet identify 

them with high possibility though the rate of sampling is small [39]. 

The above methods might be used to prepare a cloud accountable for rightness and for 

performance to a certain extent. Support for services with heritage clients, who may access cloud 

systems but do not uphold a tamper-evident log is yet another complicated problem. Conversely, 

it emerges that resolving this issue for particular classes of applications is possible. Even though 
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there is proof that the transparency will be controllable, the cost of upholding, moving, and 

replaying the logs of a practical cloud-based service is to be considered [39]. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PEERREVIEW 

 

Accountability puts forward numerous benefits by itself and by combining with others [8, 

9]. A few are mentioned below: 

• Preventing faults: The sheer existence of accountability can trim down the occurrence of 

several faults. 

• Recognition in fault tolerant systems: Facilitates the tolerance of a restricted amount of 

defective nodes, usually fewer than one-third of the amount of the system. 

• Recognition in best-effort systems: Schemes which offer best-effort facilities can 

obviously put up with recoverable liability, since such liabilities ―merely‖ corrupt the 

system‘s service.  

• Assigning blame: In organizations amid numerous faith areas, accountability indubitably 

pins down the system in charge for a trouble, though permitting additional majors to 

establish their purity to the authorities and consumers. 

PeerReview [8] is a system which is used for providing accountability in distributed 

systems. It produces a per-node secure log that notes all the communication a node has sent and 

received, in addition to the transmissions of the application. The working of PeerReview is as 

follows: It sustains a protected record of the communication by every node. This proof by design 

is employed to identify at what time a node‘s performance diverges from that of a known 

suggested execution, hence revealing defective nodes [8]. 
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There are two steps involved in formulating an accountable distributed system with 

PeerReview. The first is to create a secure record for every node‘s actions and the next is to 

inspect the traced information and detect any faulty behavior. In order to perform these steps, a 

perfect fault detector should possess ideal completeness and ideal accuracy. Completeness means 

that at whatever time a node happens to be faulty, it is supposed to be uncovered by all the other 

nodes, and accuracy means that no right node is eternally uncovered by a proper node [8]. 

 

5.1  Components of PeerReview 

The design of PeerReview is similar to that of a FullReview, which is a simpler version 

of PeerReview, but in a more refined manner. In order to maintain accountability, PeerReview 

has to make some assumptions and has several protocols as its components. The plan of 

PeerReview is built on a few assumptions among which the below mentioned are the most 

important [8].  

• A message propelled from a single right node to a different node is in the end 

acknowledged, if retransmitted often.  

• The hash function is used by the nodes that are image and collision resistant.  

• Every node has a public/private key couple tied to a single node identifier. 

The protocols used by PeerReview along with its usage are as follows [8]: 

• Commitment Protocol: This protocol makes sure that the sender of every message 

acquires provable confirmation that the receiver of the message has logged the 

transmission. 
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• Consistency Protocol: This protocol makes sure that each node in the system keeps a 

solitary, linear log with the aim of being reliable with every other authenticator the node 

has questioned, or it is uncovered by another single proper observer. 

• Audit Protocol: This protocol makes sure that for each node in the system, the node‘s 

events are dependable with the reference execution of its own state machine. Else the 

node is uncovered by atleast one correct witness. 

• Challenge/Response Protocol: If a node is unsuccessful to acknowledge a message, this 

protocol makes sure that the particular node is alleged by at least one right witness. 

• Evidence transfer Protocol: This protocol takes care that all the correct nodes in the 

system gives a failure indication for every faulty node. 

 

5.2  PeerReview design and working 

PeerReview is an extended version of FullReview [8]. We shall first study a FullReview 

which then becomes the basic version of PeerReview. The main supposition to be made for 

FullReview is that there is a dependable unit that can consistently and immediately converse with 

every other node in the system. The membership of the system is static and every node has the 

knowledge of the requirement of the complete system [8]. 

The working of FullReview is as follows. Each and every message is sent via the reliable 

unit, which in turn confirms that all right nodes monitor the identical regulation. Additionally, 

every node, i, sustains a log for every further node, j. All messages that were sent to or from the 

node which sustained are recorded in this log. Sporadically, i makes sure that the entire of its 

logs versus the system requirement. If a node i discovers that a node j has not up till now 

propelled the message it must have sent in its most recent experiential state, after that i doubts j 
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in anticipation that the message is sent. If j has transmitted a message it ought to not have 

transmitted according to the condition, subsequently i uncovers j [8]. 

There are a number of assumptions on which FullReview is based upon. The most 

important among the assumptions being  

• A formal system specification and  

• A trusted and dependable medium for communication.  

PeerReview is just a derivation from the above mentioned FullReview. The changes are 

as follows: 

• Only a full copy of the log is kept by every node. Other logs are recovered whenever 

needed.  

• Log consistence is maintained by tamper-evident logs and consistence protocol with the 

set of messages it has traded with all right nodes. 

• Witnesses are those small set of nodes that are linked with every node. They assemble 

proof about the node, check if is correct or not and ultimately make the consequences 

accessible to the remainder of the system. 

• A reference execution of the node software is used by PeerReview for checking the logs 

for defective performance. 

• A node that does not react to a few messages is handled with challenge/response protocol 

by PeerReview. 

In order to put accountability into effect, PeerReview should maintain a protected record 

of the transmissions of every node, in addition to this it must also have the ability to sense if that 

trace has been altered with. PeerReview gears a record of such type by the means of a method 

stimulated by protected histories. A log is an append-only list which restrains every input and 
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output of an exacting node‘s state machine in sequential order. The log as well holds episodic 

state snapshots in addition to several explanations from the detector module. It is essential to 

make certain that a node cannot put in an access to its log for a message it has by no means 

acknowledged. Furthermore, we ought to make sure that a node‘s log is whole, that is, it holds a 

record for every message which is either sent or received. As soon as a node i, transmits a 

message m to node j, i has got to obligate to having transmitted m. In addition, j should consign 

to have acknowledged m. They get hold of an authenticator from the additional node 

incorporated in the message and its acknowledgment, correspondingly. This authenticator 

envelops the equivalent log record [8, 21]. 

A log record for an acknowledged message should comprise a corresponding 

authenticator; consequently, a node cannot create log records for messages on no account it 

acknowledged. While i is getting ready to send m to j, it generates a log record and sends the 

product to j. If supposing the signature is not legitimate, j rejects m. Or else, j produces its own 

log entry and gives an acknowledgement to i. If i does not take delivery of a suitable recognition, 

i sends a negative acknowledgement to j‘s onlookers. A defective node can make an effort to flee 

discovery through observing in excess of one log or else a log with numerous undergrowths. On 

the way to keep away from this assault, we use the information that a node is capable of 

producing a linking log section for all pairs of authenticators it has continually signed if, and 

only if, it preserves a distinct, linear log. If a node i obtains authenticators from a different node 

j, it should ultimately advance these authenticators to the observer set. As a result, the witnesses 

attain provable confirmation of the entire messages j has sent or received. From time to time, 

every witness decides on the authenticators with the least and the maximum sequence number 

and dares j to go again and visit the entire log records in this range. If j is right, these log records 
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figure a hash chain that restrains the hash values in all the supplementary authenticators. If they 

do not, it has acquired provable verification that j is defective [8]. 

  

5.3  PeerReview library 

The base code of PeerReview is written as a C++ library. This library comprises every 

part which is application-independent. PeerReview‘s five protocols and the tamper-evident logs 

are implemented in this library. Peripheral libraries offer the cryptographic primitives and a 

communication level for both receiving and sending messages. The application system is 

anticipated to offer a variety of callbacks, together with the one which initiates a reference 

implementation of a different system, which is used once PeerReview wants to make sure that 

system‘s log. Theoretically, the library is interjected amid the application and the transport layer. 

The library might add headers, such as send messages of its own or an authenticator for the 

consistency protocol. There are 5, 961 lines of coding in the library, incremented by the number 

of new-line character. All outgoing and incoming messages go via the library [8]. 

There are two straightforward optimizations which the library uses to let the audit 

protocol save bandwidth. Firstly, it restores all the results and state snapshots with hash values 

when relocating log segments to a witness. There is no information lost by the witness this way, 

since it acquires the results through replay. It can match the hash of the log to those outputs with 

the hash values in the log. Second, if fraction of a communication is by no means inspected by 

the state machine, that part is as well hashed by the library, for the reason that it does not have an 

effect on the replay. For instance, a message monitored by a routing protocol can be abridged to 

a hash of its body and its routing header. The library offers the entire set of outputs and 

snapshots on demand, for example, after a fresh observer needs to be instantiated [8].  
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An additional optimization relate to the consistency protocol. Before forwarding 

authenticators to the witnesses right away, the library stores them in the local memory for a 

given period Tbuf and subsequently transmits them in batches. This amplifies the time taken to 

uncovering by equal to Tbuf except adds message competence since authenticators are minute. 

The library furthermore gives support to authenticated dictionaries, which applications can use to 

entrust competently to huge data structures, such as a complete disk image. This is helpful in 

situations where in a system develops proof. The system can comprise merely those pieces of the 

data structure that the receiver requires to ensure the confirmation [8]. 

Hash 1
Linear 

log 1

Hash 2
Linear 

log 2

Hash 3
Linear 

log 3

 

Figure 8: A hash chain with its linear log files [8] 

 

PeerReview‘s append-only log should ultimately be reduced. A straightforward 

resolution is to permit every system to get rid of the entire log records older than a given period 

Ttrunc. This method needs very loosely coordinated timers. Whether a system‘s clock is 

adequately exact can be verified with the help of PeerReview. Regardless of log truncation, 

uncovered defective nodes stay uncovered eternally, since the incriminating proof can be 
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confirmed with no right of entry to the equivalent log records. An error could stay hidden if valid 

proof of the error were to face only subsequent to the log was abandoned. This condition can be 

let alone by maintaining logs greatly more than the predictable period of node and network 

outages. In observance, log records can as well as must be set aside as a minimum on the sort of 

months. As a consequence of log truncation, an alleged node that was never uncovered may turn 

out to be reliable once more once Ttrunc has gone. Conversely, an invader cannot achieve a great 

deal of scope from this absolution, for the reason that a defective node should stay quiet for at 

least Ttrunc − Taudit ≈ Ttrunc following every misconduct to keep away from disclosure. 

Furthermore, an individual worker can once in a while ensure for nodes that have been supposed 

for an extended period and enduringly withdraw or decline to renovate such nodes‘ certificates 

[8]. 

 

5.4  Witness configuration and deciding parameters 

The configuration of the witness relies upon the kind of system and the character of the 

operation in which PeerReview is used. There can be a devoted set of systems as witnesses in a 

system that is managed by a solitary administration, for all nodes. For instance, the clients could 

operate as witnesses for the servers on which they rely. On the one hand, replicated servers know 

how to be active as common witnesses, whereas, on the other hand, in a peer to peer system, 

every system can be witnessed via an arbitrary set of other contributing nodes. Relying upon the 

option of witness arrangement, a suitable function ‗w‘, mapping every system to its witness set, 

is described. If the node membership is comparatively still, we could merely denote ‗w‘ in an 

organization file, marked by the suitable power along with dispersed all through the scheme. If 

membership is active, w should be active also; fresh witnesses will be capable of initialising their 
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state by primarily getting hold of a number of latest authenticators from the previous witnesses 

also then executing a review to acquire the most recent checkpoint [8]. 

Consistent hashing is used in peer-to-peer systems for mapping witnesses to nodes. All 

nodes proceed as a witness in favour of the systems whose node identifiers are nearby to it‘s 

possess. This method advances the auditing transparency consistently over the nodes; moreover 

it reduces the amount of witness sets which are influenced by an arbitrary error. Nodes should 

not be authorized to decide their possessed identifiers, plus they should be capable of strongly 

assessing w dynamically, yet in the occurrence of defective nodes. This is guaranteed by secure 

routing. In nodes amid active witness sets, supplementary bandwidth is necessary to instantiate 

fresh witnesses that might bind PeerReview‘s lenience of high levels of agitate [8]. It is also to 

be noted that a few rate of agitate in the midst of witnesses is in fact wanted in configurations 

among minute witness sets which makes certain that the suspected state in which several 

defective node‘s witnesses are all out of order does not continue for an indefinite period. 

The greatest time to discovery is found by the audit interval Taudit along with the time 

bound Tbuf for buffering authenticators. More concise gaps in time effect in more rapid 

discovery and therefore decrease the back effect a defective node could do earlier than it is 

expelled; nevertheless, concise gaps in time as well amplify message upkeep since logs are 

communicated in little parts to a certain extent than in huge sections. It is also potential to carry 

out audits when required, fairly than at regular intervals. Such as, in a system offering best-effort 

facility, witnesses might desist from auditing in anticipation of that they watch a failure of 

service excellence that points to the occurrence of errors. By means of this strategy, uncovering 

is not certain throughout epoch when the witnesses are not auditing. At some stage in phases 

when the witnesses are auditing, PeerReview facilitates the typical assurance [8]. 
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5.5  CSAR – A sub-protocol for PeerReview 

CSAR [12] is a protocol used for producing accountable unpredictability. It is a sub 

protocol which can be used as an addition with larger applications like PeerReview [8]. CSAR 

stands for Cryptographically Strong and Accountable Randomness. By the means of CSAR, we 

can produce simulated random sequence and evidence that the components of this sequence up to 

a known point have been rightly produced. But the future values in the sequence stay 

unpredictable. CSAR facilitates accountability for distributed systems which employ randomizes 

protocols. Peripheral examiners can ensure whether the node has diverged from its predictable 

behavior devoid of learning anything about the node‘s future random options. More specifically, 

an accountable node does not require seeping out coverts that would make its future events 

expected [12]. 

In PeerReview [8], every node upholds a tamper-evident log that accounts all the 

messages the node sends and receives as well as inputs and outputs of the application. The 

approach taken to perform this is very common. It also necessitates that every node‘s events be 

deterministic. Else, a dissimilar non-deterministic option is a node and its reference 

implementation would be categorized the wrong way as a mistake. One approach to make sure 

deterministic performance is to reveal, as fraction of a node‘s record, the start of any pseudo-

random number producer used in the node‘s agenda. Unfortunately, revealing the seed also 

reveals any secrets that were arbitrarily selected by the node and formulates the prospect 

sequence of pseudo-random numbers expected. One might permit a node to decide a new seed 

once it has verified that its precedent events were fault-free. Though, this would permit an awful 

node to decide seeds deliberately, and thus to influence its own pseudo-random numbers. 
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Therefore, relating accessible accountability methods faces us with an option: we can make a 

node‘s events accountable at the expenditure of enlightening the node‘s secrets and making its 

future events expected; or, we can defend a node‘s secrets and remain its expected events 

random, but give up the capability to confirm that the node is following a pseudorandom 

sequence of events [8, 12].  

Consider, for example, a distributed algorithm that uses some structure of statistical 

sample. Disclosing a node‘s future arbitrary samples as a side-effect of reviewing the node‘s past 

events might permit an attacker to become accustomed to his performance to the predictable 

sampling, consequently biasing the outcome. As a consequence, accessible accountability 

techniques are not suitable for such protocols. 

To produce cryptographically strong, accountable randomness, we use CSAR [12]. It 

permits to apply the techniques of accountability to probabilistic protocols devoid of making 

their events expected. The following necessities are required:  

• Cryptographically strong randomness should be produced by the pseudo-random 

generator. It is not adequate for the output of the generator to be consistently dispersed. It 

requires that the node producing the result ought to merely be clever to calculate values it 

might as well calculate if the result was in fact arbitrary.  

• The pseudo-random generator must be accountable, i.e., following every arbitrary value r 

is produced; it must be likely to produce an evidence that this value r was certainly 

properly resulting from a known seed. Therefore, if a node produces a value wrongly, it 

can be detained accountable since it cannot generate a valid proof.  

• Future arbitrary values of right nodes must be unexpected.  
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• Properties 1-3 must grasp still if mean nodes are there even as the seed is calculated. 

Especially, no node must be capable to influence the result of its own producer by 

choosing an appropriate seed. 

CSAR can also be applied to straightforward web server which employs arbitrary 

sampling for billing reasons. A few methods can be employed to make the computation cost of 

CSAR low and make it more practical. The storage and bandwidth costs can also be proven to be 

low in relative to the supreme terms [12]. 

 

5.5.1  Integration of CSAR with PeerReview 

The performance of CSRA is obvious to the consumer plus brings no alteration to the 

already present code for application; it only substitutes the getRandom function of the library. 

When CSAR is allowed, defective nodes cannot foresee upcoming arbitrary values of a right 

node. Additionally, nodes can be uncovered as defective if they alter their arbitrary beginning 

following the start up. On the inside, the code broadens the state machine of the application to 

• Implement the arbitrariness production protocol when a node is on the go for the initial 

time, as well as to  

• React to coin-toss messages from the remaining systems.  

These essentials are added as a meta-protocol as an alternative, excluding the method has 

the benefit that the supplementary steps can be verified by PeerReview. Therefore there is no 

need for another method to discover if a node cracks the arbitrariness production protocol or 

pays no attention to a coin-toss message. Checkpoints comprise the tuple (l2, t, i, si), where i is 

the index of the most recent arbitrary number produced and the state of the arbitrariness 
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production procedure. This is essential for the reason that the witnesses require to be capable to 

begin reviewing from an up to date checkpoint [8, 12, 21]. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EAGLE EYE: AN ACCOUNTABLE LOGGING SYSTEM 

 

There are a number of ways by which distributed systems can be attacked. The general 

faults are termed as Byzantine Fault [9]. By definition, a Byzantine fault is an arbitrary fault that 

arises during the execution of an algorithm by a distributed system. Specifically, they are the 

faults when a defective node might damage its logical condition as well as sending random 

messages intended to destabilize the system [9]. Detecting these faults first and then if they exist 

then removing them instead of masking them has proved to be cheaper and comparatively 

efficient. This is simply done by attaching a detector to each node in the system. If the detector 

finds that a given node is defective, then it alerts the corresponding application software which 

subsequently takes suitable measures. This has been the traditional fault detection method so far 

[9].  

Due to the demand caused by the threats, we are in need for a detector which supports 

accountability. In such cases, these detectors should not only just detect the fault but it should 

also know which node has performed the faulty action and should also be capable of letting 

know the whole system about that particular node/information. Precisely, the system we are 

speaking about should be complete and accurate. Complete means that whenever a node is found 

to be faulty by a correct node, the system should generate evidence against at least one faulty 

node. And by accurate we mean that by no means it produces legitimate evidence against a 

correct node. 
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Eagle Eye is a distributed accountable logging system, to detect Byzantine fault for 

general distributed systems. Eagle Eye was built with the idea of providing accountability to 

applications without having to modify the source code of the main application or software which 

is being built. It is also kept in mind that all the nodes are not continuously monitored in order to 

save memory and other resources. The framework is designed in such a way that is demanded by 

the user only when needed and also to perform periodic checks rather than continuous. A broad 

idea of Eagle Eye is depicted below: 

App 1 App 2 App n

Eagle

Eye

Network stack

 

Figure 9.  Idea of Eagle Eye 

 

Note that App1, App2, etc., in the above figure may or may not be running in different 

systems.  
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CHAPTER 7 

EAGLE EYE FEATURES, ASSUMPTIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION 

 

7.1  Features 

The features of Eagle Eye are as follows: 

• Eagle Eye is software-independent, i.e., it isolates accountability mechanism from the 

original software with making them two separate entities. Since Eagle Eye is written 

completely in Java, it can be run in any machine which has java installed in it. 

• Eagle Eye has no/little impact to the performance of original software. Since Eagle Eye is 

an entirely different protocol, it does not hinder the actual application in any way. 

• Eagle Eye is not just for logging, it also enables analysis. Eagle Eye has the information 

of all packets which went back and forth because it reads the complete log data. With this 

information, not only logging can be done but individual packets can be studied and 

analyzed. Given the specific information, Eagle Eye can easily separate the required 

protocols and get into action. 

• Each machine has only one copy of Eagle Eye which handles multiple distributed 

software applications simultaneously. While in PeerReview, each application has to be 

modified to have specific accountability support. 

• Each message sent/received from every source/client is marked with a unique identifier 

correspondingly. With the identifier, Eagle Eye can separate the packets corresponding to 

any particular node. 
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7.2  Assumptions 

Eagle Eye has a few assumptions which have to be true. They are as follows: 

• All protocols are deterministic.  

o The actions performed by the protocols are known to the witness/witnesses and 

not all the other nodes. 

• Messages sent from one system to another are eventually received. 

• The recorded logs are tamper-evident. 

• Eagle Eye has access to various encryption keys managed by the applications. This 

means that Eagle Eye is able to decode all encrypted messages. 

 

7.3  Implementation 

Eagle Eye is a framework designed completely in Java. The generalized working flow of 

Eagle Eye is as follows: 

a. Each machine in the distributed system has Eagle Eye installed. 

b. Each machine has either a single or multiple applications that has to be monitored to be 

accountable. 

c. Eagle Eye logs all incoming and outgoing messages generated by these applications on 

that particular node. 

d. Each application has one set of witness/witnesses, which periodically checks the 

correctness of it.  

e. Witnesses check the correctness of a node by replaying the log segment of that node. 

Since the witnesses are supposed to be credible, they check the accuracy of the 

information being transferred and received. 
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f. If the witness/witnesses find any inconsistency then the malfunctioning node is identified. 

Eagle Eye is a set of hard-coded Java programs. As in (a), a copy of Eagle Eye is placed 

on every system. The main source through which the information is sent/received is through the 

packets. Therefore packet capturing plays a vital role in our frame work. For referential 

purposes, all captured packets where saved in tcpdump‘s capture format (*.pcap). Pcap files give 

all the information sufficient enough for experimentation. But, not all systems can have a 

network protocol analyzer installed in them to view the Pcap files and not all users can handle 

them efficiently. For our experiment, all the captured packets were stored in K12 text file format 

(*.txt). All captured packets stored as text files was in complete hexadecimal form with 

timestamp and a few special characters in between the packets and frames. Each packet starts 

with a timestamp followed by the interface, indicating through which the packets were captured. 

In this case it was Ethernet and hence was denoted by ―ETHER‖. The pipe symbol (―|‖) is used 

to separate one hex value from another. Note that every packet has a single ―0‖ at the beginning; 

this represents the beginning of the packet. 

As per (b), there are one or more applications, each not related to one another. As already 

mentioned, a network protocol analyzer is used for capturing the packets and storing them 

locally, which explains (c). 

Eagle Eye has a set of witnesses (protocols) which check the correctness of the nodes. 

Having recorded the packets, Eagle Eye first converts the raw Pcap files into formatted text. The 

text file is formatted in such a way that each value can be individually read. Then Eagle Eye 

separates information from each protocol using the identifier – keeping in mind that Eagle Eye is 

aware of each node‘s identifier. 
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Figure 10.  A sample Pcap file in K12 text file format 

 

Once the packets have been separated according to their protocols, they are stored into 

separate files. This way, if the user is aware of the protocol which is malfunctioning, he can go 

ahead and ask the witnesses to check only for that particular protocol which in turn saves time 

and memory.  

The witnesses are applications which have full access to the logs stored in the nodes and 

they also know the identifier of each node. When the user requests the witnesses to check for a 

node‘s credibility, the witnesses run a replay machine which takes the log from the source and 

replays the entire communication. 
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TimeStamp and captured interface

Packet start identifier

MAC address of destination followed by the 

source

IP version, header length, total length,  

checksum

IP Address of destination followed by source

Flags (urgent, acknowledgment, push, etc)

Flags (urgent, acknowledgment, push, etc)

Type of protocol

Source port followed by destination port number

Data

ID

Original data

 

Figure 11.  General structure of a packet being captured 

 

The output from the witnesses is then compared to the one which was saved in the logs. If 

they are the same, then there is no malfunction, if not there are chances that the node is not 

trustworthy. If the output from the logs and replay machine are continuously mismatched, then 

the node is malfunctioning. This explains (d), (e) and (f). 

 

7.4  PeerReview and Eagle Eye 

 There are a few striking differences between PeerReview and Eagle Eye. The table below 

shows the main differences between PeerReview and Eagle Eye. 
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S. 

No. 

 

PeerReview 

 

Eagle Eye 

 

1 

 

Written in C++ 

 

Written in Java 

 

2 Library has to be integrated to the 

application user creates 

 

No code has to be included into the user 

developed software 

3 Protocols: Commitment, Consistency, 

Audit, Challenge/Response, Evidence 

transfer 

Protocols: Commitment, Consistency, 

Audit, Evidence transfer 

 

4 Code increments by the number of 

newline character in the message 

 

Code does not increment 

5 Working flow of the application which 

has to be accountable must be altered 

according to PeerReview library 

Working flow of the application which 

has to be accountable need not be 

modified in any way. Only the identifier 

must be appended to the start of the data 

being sent 

 

6 Message is received if retransmitted often Message is received even if transmitted 

once 

 

7 All witnesses are linked to all other nodes All or only a few witnesses are linked to 

every application (user dependant) 

 

8 Nodes which does not react to messages 

are handled by Challenge/response 

protocol 

Nodes which does not react to messages 

are ignored 

Table 1.  Differences between PeerReview and Eagle Eye
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CHAPTER 8 

EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

The experimentation process is as follows. The complete process was first captured using 

a packet sniffer (Wireshark or Tethereal, for instance). The captured file was saved in Pcap file 

format and the converted to text format. Then the file was altered (using Eagle Eye) to get the 

desired formatting. Once the format is achieved, Eagle Eye can now start its process. In any 

network there are a number of ―noise‖ packets which do not carry any information. They are also 

used in cases where a continuous connection has to be maintained. These ―noise‖ packets have to 

be eliminated. Note that these noisy packets mat have been generated using any protocol (http, 

udp, etc), so they cannot be eliminated considering the hex value corresponding to the protocol. 

Another reason why the packets cannot be eliminated using the protocol is that not only the main 

protocols have a corresponding hex value but also the sub protocols. For instance, TPKT (TCP 

continuation – generally a noise) is a sub protocol of TCP and has all characteristics of that of a 

TCP. 

The packets can also not be filtered with their length because it is well-known that every 

packet will have its own length (even ―noise‖ packets have their own length depending on how 

―noisy‖ they are). One option was to filter the packets using the IP address if it is known. If the 

packets are filtered this way, they would be strained to a great extent and only the packets out of 

which most of them are required would be held back. Furthermore, the packets can also be 
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filtered using the port through which the connection has been established. This can be done only 

when the IP address and port number are known and is the most effective way. The second 

option would be to filter the packets by the ID. It is already mentioned that all information is 

preceded with an ID. This ID is unique to every node. There is no node in the architecture 

without an ID. The ID for all nodes is placed in a particular position in the packet. The packets 

can be filtered with the option that if the hex value for the ID corresponds to NULL (―00‖), then 

it is obvious that the packet has no data with it and it is a high probability that that particular 

packet is not causing any trouble. This filtering technique is also efficient. In our initial 

experiment, the packets were tested by both filtering them by their IP address and also by their 

ID value. Both were done together and separately as well in order to study the consistency. 

Once Eagle Eye finishes the filtration, the packets are saved separately either categorized 

by their ID (representing individual node) or by their IP address and port number. Once they are 

stored individually, the witnesses are then invoked. The witnesses, since they know the flow of 

the protocol, start a replay machine which reads the captured packet and replay the performed 

actions step by step. Once they finish executing, the result of the replay machine is compared to 

that generated by the node which is now under investigation. If they are the same, then the node 

is not faulty. It has to be noted that the packets are captured on every node. If one node is 

doubted to be faulty then the node from which the data was sent and the node to which the data is 

being sent has to be investigated. 
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There was 1 low-level protocol (Addition protocol), 1 middle level protocol (echo 

protocol) and 1 high-level protocol (distributed file system) developed for the purpose of 

applying and testing Eagle Eye. 

 

8.1  Expression evaluation protocol 

This is a simple Java program which takes in two numbers at the client and sends them to 

the server. The server adds the two numbers and sends the sum to the client where it is displayed 

to the user. If there seems to be an error, the witness is called. The witness then takes the log 

from both the machines and replays the scenario. Since the witness knows the flow of the 

protocol, it performs the replay and then checks the log file of the server and the client. 

Wherever inconsistency is found, the particular node is marked as faulty. The witness is either 

the server or the client or another external node. 

 

8.2  Echo protocol 

 This protocol instead of being a server-client application was developed as a peer to peer 

application. The data sent from a particular node had to be sent along with the destination IP 

address and port number each time. This IP address and port number was given as arguments to 

the protocol. By doing this way every node in the network would be the same. Every node is 

capable of sending messages and also receiving messages. The received messages were echoed 

back to the sender. The sender sends only the data; the ID is prefixed to the data by the protocol 

and then transmitted to the destination. Once the destination receives the data, it puts its own ID 

and sends back the data. All nodes are set to store the packets which they send and receive. 
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When the investigation has to be done, the same procedure as above is carried out using Eagle 

Eye at the witness/witnesses. 

 

8.3  Distributed File System 

 This protocol was built very similar to a real world distributed system. There was a super 

node placed which was connected to all the other nodes (Also, not to forget that all the nodes are 

interconnected – not shown in figure). There were a number of data nodes which contained 

blocks of data. This data had to be created, replaced or transferred. The action performed 

depended solely on the user. The data blocks were randomly distributed in the data nodes and 

also there were nodes which did not have any data blocks in them. The super node had the table 

which listed where each file was present – in other words, which data node had what data block, 

and was updated accordingly.  

The client first requests a file to the super node. The super node looks up which data 

nodes have the file and send an order to the data node to transfer the file to the client.  

In case there are replications, the super node sends the request to any one of the data node 

which is not a witness. The request from the sender to the data node contains information about 

the client and the data node sends the file directly to the client. The bottleneck of the super node 

can be avoided by placing more than one super node in the system and also reducing the work 

load of the super node to only being allocation and not the transfer data files, i.e., it should just 

act as a resource allocator and not as a data node.  The witnesses, as already mentioned, are 

credible hence the data in them are also credible. The witnesses have a copy of the original file 

which is being transferred. In case there are any errors, the witness replays the log of both the 

sender and the receiver. 
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Figure 12.  DFS protocol representation  

 

The protocol is replayed and if there are any inconsistencies found, the witness marks the 

corresponding node to be faulty. In case that there are no errors found in replaying the logs at the 

sender and the receiver, there are chances that the super node might have caused the error. In 

such a case, the log at the super node is checked by the witness by replaying the sequence at the 

super node. If there are errors found, the super node is marked as faulty and if the super node 

tends to fail often, then another data node and this super node are made to exchange properties 

and data. The old super node is now only a data node and if this node is again causing failures, 

then the data in this node, which are not replicated in any other node is distributed to other data 

nodes and this node is permanently marked as faulty until the user wishes to bring back that node 

in to action again. 
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The super node can be only an allocator in large distributed system environment and can 

be a data node and an allocator in smaller distributed systems environment. The witness need not 

be a super node to perform its actions. The witness also does not need to monitor the actions 

taking place by every node continuously. Hence the witness can be a data node and when 

requested to witness an event, it can invoke itself and perform the required actions. Alternatively, 

the witness can also check the credibility of the nodes which it witnesses periodically. The period 

which it has to monitor can be specified by the user. This period would then depend on the 

current system time or, all the nodes can follow the super nodes‘ time and all the super nodes in 

turn keep themselves synchronized. 

 

8.4  Analysis 

 The analysis for the distributed file system is only shown as the other two protocols are 

fairly simple and can also be analyzed in the same way given below. 

 

8.4.1  Average time for replay 

 The replay of the protocols is the main procedure involved in checking the credibility of 

the nodes. The replay time also depends on the number of replications of the file under 

investigation. If there are more than two replications present (considering the file is more 

frequently used), then if there seems to be an error in the transaction, the other replication should 

also be checked before marking the node as faulty. The replay time plot against file size (in kb) 

and time (in ms) can be seen in Figure 12. 
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It can be seen from the graph that with the number of replications, the time taken to 

perform the replay also increases. This happens only when there is more number of replications 

and hence they are directly proportional, represented by, 

NR α RT      ........................... (1) 

(1)    ⇒         NR = K * RT        ........................... (2) 

where NR is the number of replications, RT is the replay time and K is a factor which decreases 

exponentially. 

 

Figure 13.  File size versus Replay time 

 

8.4.2  Log file size  

 The size of the log files which is being stored is another factor which has to be taken into 

account. Depending on this, the user can decide for what period he wants to keep the log file and 

what can be discarded. The plot against the original file size being transferred and the size of the 

log captured is denoted in figure 13. It can be seen that the size of the log file is very close to that 
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of the original file which is being transferred. This is because the log contains the entire content 

of the file which is being transferred. 

 

Figure 14.  File size versus log file size 

 

The size of the log file is slightly higher than the original file which is being sent as the log file 

also contains information such as the time stamp, capture interface, protocol type, IP addresses, 

port numbers, etc. As seen in the graph, the file size and log file size are also directly 

proportional and can be represented as follows; 

FS α LS      ........................... (3) 

(3)    ⇒         FS = K * LS        ........................... (4) 

where FS is the size of the original file and LS is the size of the corresponding log file and K is a 

constant which increases exponentially with file size. 
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8.4.3  Message overhead 

 

Figure 15. File size versus message overhead 

 

The expense of maintaining certain properties such as connection, etc is the message 

overhead. The overhead in the entire distributed system is responsible for the overall 

performance of the system. Hence analyzing message overhead is essential. One main overhead 

in distributed file system is the packets generated by protocols in order to maintain connectivity 

between the nodes. Once any two nodes start to communicate, they also generate ―noise‖ packets 

as mentioned in section 7. The plot between file size and message overhead can be seen in figure 

14. Though the overhead also increases with time, it is negligible compared to that which 

increases with the file size. The overhead generated over time is negligible because, the overhead 

packets need to terminate at some point and hence they are more or almost the same at any given 

point of time as far as time is considered and not considering file size. The overhead generated 

with respect to file size increases proportionally with file size because the traffic generated is 

more which in turn generates message overhead. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION 

 

The use of computers is widely being increased in every field and simultaneously the 

chances of it being attacked are also increased due to the increasing number of intruders for their 

own benefits. It is very difficult to replace these entire infrastructures with a safe network. With 

the help of accountability integrated into the architecture, the chances of errors/failures can be 

reduced to a great extent. Accountability is an integral part of today‘s technological world. We 

have seen accountability in different areas of computer science. Then we have proposed a 

framework for accountability in distributed systems and also implemented it over a number of 

protocols to compare its efficiency with already existing protocols.  

As seen so far, Eagle Eye is a powerful tool which can integrate accountability into an 

application but without any harm to the running time of any of the other applications. Eagle Eye 

also guarantees the detection of all Byzantine faults, as long as the logs are present. From chapter 

8, it is also evident that Eagle Eye is practical and can be used widely. However large the system 

may be, Eagle Eye would still be efficient as the operation takes place distributively on all nodes 

and does not occur in one particular node to cause it to become heavy. Also, with the help of 

Eagle Eye in distributed systems, every packet can be knotted to the machine that sent it. This 

assurance allows both long-term security and a highly spontaneous management of continuing 

attacks. 
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Eagle Eye focuses on minimizing the user to have to include any code or modify the 

source code drastically to the application being creating, in contrast to PeerReview. Since 

PeerReview should be included into the application itself, it can indeed perform some operations 

which Eagle Eye cannot perform and the same reason it is vice versa as well. The running time 

for Eagle Eye and PeerReview might me more or less the same depending on the application 

which is being implemented. Hence Eagle Eye and PeerReview have their own merits and 

demerits. It is ultimately the developer‘s the option to choose which mechanism to use 

depending on what kind of monitoring he requires and how his application would work. 
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